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Editorial 

The Unattended Operation of u.h.f. 
Broadcasting Transmitters 

Current BBC plansforu.h.f. coverage of the United Kingdom 
aim at commissioning nearly six.ry main stations and about 
450 relay stations by 1980, and these will serve about ninety
eight per cent of the population. Subsequently, additional 
low-power relay stations will be required to bring the popula
tion coverage up to a figure more nearly approaching 100 per 
cent. All these transmitting stations are designed for the trans
mission of BBC-I, BBC-2, 1TA, a□d a fourth programme, as 
yet unallocated, from a common site using a common mast. 
Co-siting, of course, means that certain technical facilities are 
shared but the BBC and ITA each plan, install, and operate 
their own transmitting equipment. It would be most uneco
nomic to staff each of the stations in this large transmitter 
network and from the outset, therefore, the BBC equipment 
has been designed for unattended operation. 

The technique of unattended transmitter operation is by no 
means new to the HBC. The first unattended transmitters were 
installed in the United Kingdom as long ago as the 1940s and 
operated at powers of up to I kW in the medium frequency 
band. In 1952, unattended operation was extended to high
power equipment and two lOOkW medium frequency trans
mitters, operating in paraJlel, were installed at Daventry for 
the Third Programme. This was followed in I 955 by the plan
ning of the BBC network of v.h.f./f.m. stations on an un
attended basis and the design of unattended405-Jine television 
stations operating in the v.h.f. band. The BBC-1 and BBC-2 
u.h.f. transmitter network involves a more extensive applica
tion of unattended working than any th ingpreviously achieved, 
either in the United Kingdom or elsewhere. The long experi
ence of the BBC in the planning, installation, and operation 
of unattended broadcast transmitters in the lower frequency 
bands has consequently proved of great value in the planning 
of the u.h.f. network. 

Although unattended transmitter operation requires com
plex equipment and sophisticated design methods the basic 
principles can be stated quite simpJy: 
(1) The transmitting equipment must be sufficiently stable 

and reliable to maintain a satisfactory performance for a 
Jong period without adjustment. 

(2) Equipment must be provided that wil1 monitor the per
formance of the transmitting equipment so that correc
tive action can be taken when required. 

The first requirement is, of course, common to any system 
of unattended operation but the second requirement can be 
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met in a number of ways and, broadly speaking, there are two 
basic approaches which can conveniently be termed 'remote 
control" and 'automatic control'. In a remote control sy~tem 
the operation of the transmitters at a number of sites is l.:on
trolled manually by an operator at a central control point. 
The monitoring equipment at each transmitting station pro
vides the operator with information regarding the state of the 
transmitters, via a telemetry system, thus enabling him to 
decide upon, and take, appropriate action i □ the event of a 
fault or an unacceptable drift in performance. l nan automatic 
control system, on the other hand, the monitoring system 
associated with each transmitter detects and Jocates faults or 
drifts in performance and then automatically takes the appro
priate corrective action. For example, in the event of an 
unacceptable fall in transmitter power the monitoring equip
ment would automatically change over to the standby trans
mitter condition. Although the automatic system deals with 
faults without the aid of an operator, some control staff are 
required at the central point. Tn the event of a fault, a signal is 
sent to a manned centre reporting the occurrence and nature 
of the trouble, so that a technical maintenance team can pro
ceed to site and effect the necessary repairs. An important 
feature of the system is that information on the state of the 
transmitters need not be sent to the manned centre unless a 
fault or an unacceptable drift in performance has occurred. 
It is not necessary, therefore, to provide permanent circuits 
linking each transmitter to the manned centre. 

The remote control and automatic control systems repre
sent two extremes in the philosophy of unattended operation. 
It is possible to design systems intermediate between the 
extremes, where some functions (for example, the starting-up 
and shutting-dmvn of the transmitters) are made automatic 
and other functions (for example, changeover to the standby 
condition) are deaJt with by remote control. Long experience 
in the field of unattended transmitter operation has enabled 
the BBC to engineer a completely automatic system for all 
the BBC-1 and BBC-2 stations involved in the u.h.f. coverage 
plan. The system has been adopted, as it ensures a very high 
standard of service to the viewer at minimum cost. 

The standard of service provided by an unattended trans
mitter network obviously depends to a large extent on the 
provision ofa really effective monitoring system. The system 
must be able to detect faults accurately and take any necessary 
executive action; it must not, on the one hand, ignore ua
acceptable deteriorations in performance or, on the other 
hand, take action when small, but acceptable, drifts in per
formance occur. To meet this need, the BBC has developed, 



over a number of years, an extensive range of automatic 
monitors for the various television and radio transmitter net
\NOrks of the BBC. The desig□ and function of these monitors 
varies considerably but they can be divided into the two broad 
classes of 'absolute' and 'comparator' monitors. An absolute 
monitor is arranged to measure 1he more important character
istics of the signal and alarm when predetermined perform
ance limits have been exceeded. A comparator monitor, on 
the other hand, compares the signal being monitored with a 
reference signal and takes action only if the difference exceeds 
a predetermined level. The complexity of the monitoring 
arrangement adopted yaries with type of transmitting station 
concerned. 

A considerable proportion of the population of the United 
Kjngdom is already served by unattended BBC-1 and BBC-2 
transmitting stations, u-hich operate with a small number of 
centralised staff. Eventually, however, a very large number of 

transmitting stations will be required to provide complete 
u.h.f. coverage of the United Kingdom and, even with the 
latest designs of transmitter and monitoring equipment, the 
maintenance costs of the network will be high. Work is con
tinually in progress, therefore, to produce improved designs 
of equipment that will reduce the maintenance effort required. 
The aims of new transmitter designs will be to reduce a□d 
simplify mai □ tenance, and to provide improved stability and 
reliability. An effective monitoring system must be inherently 
reliable and must make measurements that are correlated as 
close]y as possible with the subjective quality of the trans
mitted picture. Current development work therefore aims at 
greater simplicity and reliability by the increased use of inte
grated circuit techniques. Studies are also being made which 
will lead to a better understanding of the relationship between 
objective impairments and the subjective quality of the trans
mitted picture. 
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Multiplex System for Standby Operation of u.h.f. 
Television Transmitters 

R. W. Leslie 
Transmitter Planning and Installation Department UDC621.396.712 621.396.41 

Summary: A description is given of the current BBC system of standby operation in u. h.f. television transmitters. 
For normal working, the vision and sound transmissions are each handled by one klystron output amplifier but 
when a fault occurs in either klystron amplifier. the system is automatically switched to enable the remaining 
output amplifier to carry both the sound and the vision transmissions. This arrangement offers important 
advantages over the alternative system in which the vision and sound transmissions are each carried. during 
normal working, by two transmitters in parallel. 

Contents 

1 Introduction 

2 An investigation into possible systems 
3 The selected system 

4 Economics 
5 Conclusion 
6 References 

1 Introduction 

The pJanning of the engineering requirements of a trans
mitting system must provide for a standard ofreliabi]ity and 
a quaJity of service \Vhich wm satisfy a critica1 public. At the 
same time costs must be kept low to mi □ imise the tota1 capital 
expenditure required to buiJd the complete transmitting net
work. 

To achieve higher reliability and to avoid breaks in radiated 
programmes the BBC pioneered, about thirty years ago, a 
system of operating medium frequency sound broadcasting 
transmitters in parallel. In 1956, when the new teJevision sta
tion for the London area came into operation, the system was 
extended to Band I television transmitters and the high re
liability of this station led to the desire to extend the principle 
to the u.h.f. network transmitters. 

Problems associated with phasing transmitters operating at 
frequencies higher than the 60MHz or so of Band I were pro
gressively overcome so that the first group of u.h.f. stations 
was also able to use transmitters operating in paral1el. These 
stations commenced service in 1964 with equipment using 
large numbers of thermionic valves in the low-power stages 
to drive identical water-cooled klystrons in the respective 
output amplifiers for the sound and vision signals. 

In 1965 a new phase in the development of u.h.f. broad
casting was being planned and by this time the conditions 
differed from those which had applied previously. Solid-state 
devices had become firmly established in many applications 
in radio engineering and the deve1opment of techniques sug
gested that their extension to higher frequencies and at higher 
powers would continue at a rapid rate. 
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Furthermore, to produce stations in the quantities needed 
and in the time available, the new transmitters would require 
careful desig□ to ensure that they could be installed rapidly 
and brought into service by a minimum number of highly
skilled and experienced engineers. The equipment had, of 
necessity, to operate in a more stable manner than earlier 
equipment and to be reliable enough to permit stations to 
operate for considerab1y Jonger periods without attention. 

It was therefore necessary to consider whether, in view of 
the new conditions, there were better and cheaper ways of 
building stations than by using para11eJ-operated transmitters. 

2 An Investigation into Possible Systems 

A study was made of ways in which stations might be engi
neered and a few possi bi I ities were examined in detai I. Assess
ments were made of probable equipment and building costs, 
of the efficiency and reliabiJity or the systems and of the 
operationa1 convenience. l n particular, the possibility of pro
viding the normal service with one klystron amp1ifier for 
vision and another for sound was considered as an alternative 
to the parallel mode of operation. 

Tt was assumed at this stage that solid-state driver trans
mitters could be developed which would be capable of driving 
the output vision klystron directly (i.e. without an inter
mediate amplifier) for powers of at least lOkW. This was 
expected to confer an improvement in reliability and to extend 
the period during which the equipment could operate without 
requiring attention. Previous designs of u.h.f. driver trans
mitters included large numbers of thermionic valves, com
monly more than eighty. 

One consequence of improved reliability is that less use is 
made of reserve facilities and therefore arrangements may be 
acceptable which would not be so if the reserve condition had 
to be brought into use more frequently. In addition, if the 
normal service is provided by a single transmitter (instead of 
a para1Je1 pair), the number of times the reserve facility is 
likely to be needed is approximately halved because of the 
reduction in the amount of equipment normally in use. In 
addition to considerations of reliability a new system had to 
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be cheaper than parallel-operated equipment while at the 
same time providing a comparab]e reserve power capability. 

switchfog operation a short break in transmission of about 
five seconds takes place but the number of occasions when 
this is likeJy to occur is small, because of the high reliability of 
the solid-state driver transmitters and the long life normally 
available from klystrons. 

These requirements can be met by the system using one 
klystronamplifierfor vision and another for sound, which will 
be referred to as the multiplex system. A switching arrange
ment enables either amplifier to be driven from a spare driver 
transmitter and to handle the combined sound and vision 
signa1s at reduced power in the event of a fault on part of the 
equipment. This system is attractive because it avoids the 
delay whilst reserve power amplifiers warm up: moreover, a 
substantial part of the reserve system is normally in use and is 
therefore known to have been satisfactory immediately prior 
to the change-over. The cost is appreciably less than for a 
conventional parallel arrangement. Arter taking these and 
other factors into account it was conduded that the multip]ex 
system offered an overall advantage. 

The use of a klystron to handle simu1taneously the sound 
and vision signals had been suggested previously1 and had 
been incorporated in the design of certain manually-operated 
transmitters used on the continent of Europe. In the present 
arrangement, however, the complete system was to operate 
automatically. 

3 The Selected System 

Fig. 1 gives a block diagram of the mu1tip1ex system 
adopted. 

Dup]icate driver transmitters for both sound and vision are 
shown and are arranged so that one set is normally in use whi]e 
the other is connected toa unit which combines the]ow-power 
sound and vision signals and feeds the combined signal to a 
change-over switching system at the input of the klystron 
amplifiers. In the event of a fault on the working sound or 
vision driver transmitter or on either of the klystron amplifiers, 
change-over to the spare equipment takes place. At the same 
time a healthy klystron is selected and connected directly to 
the aerial feeder instead of passing through the high-power 
combiningunit. The klystron amplifiers are identical and each 
has its own power supply and cooling equipment. During the 

preferred 
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Fig. 1 Typical transmitter block diagram 

The correction circuits in the reserve vision drive are ad
justed to settings which differ from those in the working 
equipment to take account of the changed part of the klystron 
characteristics which apply when it operates as a common 
amplifier. The characteristics of klystrons of the same type are 
similar and a satisfactory performance is obtained on a singfe 
set of adjustments irrespective of which amplifier is being 
driven. 

Because of the high reliability of the drive equipment it is 
not considered necessary to increase th.e complexity of the 
arrangement by making these automatically interchangeable. 
Manual plugging facilities are, however, included which per
mit their duties to be interchanged should this be necessary. 

For the system to perform satisfactorily particular attention 
was paid to three requirements: 
(1) The system by which tbe performance of the equipment is 

monitored and faults detected must be reliable and ar
ranged to minimise complications. Some of the monitoring 
functions have been produced as part of the transmitting 
equipment, while the equipment for the overall monitor
ing system has been developed by the BBC Designs 
Department. 2 

(2) Previous experience showed that faults associated with 
mechanical relays accounted for the greatest number of 
failures on transmitting stations apart from those caused 
by thermionic valves. The logic and control circuits for 
the normal operation of the equipment and selection of 
appropriate reserve conditions on instruction from the 
monitoring equipment were therefore developed to be as 
simple as was considered practicable and to use solid-state 
techniques where possible. 

(3) The r.f. switches must operate with very high reliability 
and must be capable of manual operation. In addition, it 
must be simple and quick to change a switch in the event 
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of a failure. The mismatch introduced by the switches must 
be small to meet the requirements of the u.h.f. co1our 
service and to permit replacement of a faulty switch with
out readjustment of the feeder matching arrangements. 
On the larger transmilters a power handling- capacity of 
40kW peak vision plus 8 kW sound carrier at frequencies 
up to 854MHz was necessary. The cross-talk between the 
route in use and the other positions was required ro be 
about SO dB to permit servicing of a faulty amplifier with
out causing a discernible disturbance on the radiated pro
gramme. 

The r.f. switches from one manufacturer are based upon a 
conventional concept while another uses a mechanically
operated U-link arrangement. 

To reduce maintenance needs tbe transmitters have been 
designed to minimise the number of blowers and cooling Fans; 
this also increases reliability because every essential fan re
quires interlock circuits and these are liable to give trouble. 
Great attention has been directed towards the reduction of 
acoustic noise so as to avoid disturbance to people living near 
stations in quiet situations. This reduction of noise is also of 
benefit to the staff who maintain stations and necessarily 
spend a high proportion of their working time visiting sites. 

The cooling system for the transmitters has been designed 
to eliminate the need for additional plant to ventilate the 
building. The heat radiated by auxiliary equipment can be 
extracted via the transmitter cooling plant or warm air from 
the transmitters can be re-circulated within the building in 
cold weather. 

vision Klystron 
neat e:,:;chonger 

Klystrnns, with four external cavities, are used for all tram,
m itters because considerable operational experience on earlier 
transmitters has shown them to have long Jives. fnstead or 
pumped water coo Ii ng, however, vapour-phase cooling is used 
to obtain the advantages of the reduced amount of coolant 
needed and the reduction in pump requirements. A further 
advantage is that protection against freezing in cold weather 
can be achieved without using anti-freeze solutions. These 
solutions often necessitate special drainage and disposal 
arrangements to comply with Jocal authority requirements 
and impose additional maintenance duties on operational 
staff. When evaporative cooling is used, the system can be so 
arranged that the condensate drains back into the building 
when the system is not in use. The central reservoir can be 
heated or lagged as necessary to avoid freezing. 

Close attention was paid in the design of the equipment to 
ensuring that minimum time would be spent at site on 
mechanical installation, adjustment, and subsequent testing 
before taking service. 

As far as practicable the cabling for installations is pre
fabricated and used for the works tests. By setting up the 
apparatus at the manufacturer's works in the same relative 
positions as employed at site and using the prefabricated con
nection system it has been possible to eliminate many of the 
discrepancies which frequently take place between results 
recorded at works and those subsequently found at site. All 
the equipment is arranged and fitted in simple buildings and 
ducts in floors are unnecessary. Typical layouts used for a 
10kW and a 40kW insta11ation are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
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Fig. 2 Typical 10kW multiplex transmitter hall layout 
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Fig. 3 Typical 40kW multiplex transmitter hall layout 

The multiplex system of operation does not impose any 
restrictions on the performance of the transmitter on high 
power. However, on reduced power, when one klystron 
handles both the sound and vision signals, problems due to 
intermodulation in the klystron amplifier arise. 

The output for this mode of operation is restricted by the 
presence of these intermodulation products (i.p.'s) in the out
put, and for 625-line colour the limit is set by the beat pattern 
of approximately 1 ·57 MHz, caused by the sideband from the 
chrominance signal beating with the sound carrier. The ampli
tude of the resulting pattern on the picture display is a function 
of the amplitudes of the vision carrier, vision upper sideband, 
and sound carrier. Consequently, the subjective severity of the 
pattern varies with the picture content of the programme. For 
specification purposes, the level of the pattern is measured in 
terms of the i.p. arising from a standard test signal comprising 
three C.\\-. tones at levels of -8d.B, --7d8, and -17dB for 
the vision and sound carriers, and visio □ sideband signal 

respectively, where the amplitudes are relative to the vision 
carrier level at the tips of the synchronising pulses. 

For the PAL system with a sound/vision intercarrier spac
ing of 6MHz, an i.p. level of-50dB causes a 'just perceptible' 
impairment of the picture under ideaJ vfrwing conditions. 
However, all BBC transmitters operate with the intercarrier 
spacing offset by -400Hz ,1r·hich permits the i.p. level to be 
raised to - 47 dB for the same impairment. In order to allow 
a margin for additional impairment due to similar distortion 
in domestic receivers, the BBC specification for transmitters 
and tram,posers, operating normally, sets the limit for i.p.'s 
at - 52dB. Some relaxation of this figure is permissible under 
emergency conditions because such operation is infrequent 
and its duration is a very small proportion of the total trans
mission time. 

The performance of multiplex equipment in the reserve 
condition is a compromise between the conflicting require
ments of maximum output power and minimum impairment 
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Fig. 4 10 kW sound/vision combining un it and switching 
frame showing motorised switches 

Fig. 5 Interior of 40 kW klystron amplifier shewing four-cavity 
klystron tuning controls and 61, in. coaxial r.f. output 
feeder 
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of picture quality. The current BBC specification for trans
mitters to operate with a vision to sound power ratio of 5: l 
requires the output power in the reserve condition to be not 
less than 7 dB below the normal output and the level of the 
i.p. 's not to exceed - 48 dB. For systems with a vision to sound 
ratio of 10:l the power would be reduced by approximately 
S½dB* for the same level of i.p.'s. 

Although the intermodulation performance of individual 
klystrons varies considerably, there is rarely any difficulty in 
meeting a specification requirement of - 48 dB for i.p.'s at 
the reduced output of 7 dB. A high proportion of klystrons 
can be operated at significantly higher power levels and with 
care in setting up the equipment a reduction of only SdB is 
practicable in many cases. 

The reduction in power output in the reserve condition is 
relative to the nominal rating of the equipment but the full 
rated output of the transmitter is not always needed to pro
duce the required radiated power. As a result, it is often 
possible to have a smaller power reduction for the reserve 
condition than is practicable with a simple parallel system. 

4 Economics 

Investigation into various possible arrangements for u.h.f. 
transmitters indicated the two most suitable arrangements, 
which satisfy the technical requirements for reliability, per
formance, and power of reserve equipment, as the parallel 
arrangement and multiplex. 

Compared with the normal arrangement, the multiplex 
system has the lower capital cost because it saves one high
power sound/vision combining unit and two klystron ampli
fiers, and needs no automatic r.f. phasing equipment. In 
addition, the space needed to accommodate the plant is less 
and this in turn results in slight ly lower building costs. Multi
plex transmitters, however, require automatic high-power r.f. 
switches with additional logic and control circuits, also the 
d.c. output from the h_t. rectifiers must be greater. Neverthe
less, the price of multiplex equipment is usually between 15 per 
cent and 20 per cent less than for the parallel system, depend
ing on the power of the equipment_ 

Running costs, too, are usually less than for parallel opera
tion. The precise saving depends on a number of factors, the 
most important of which are the replacement costs of the 
klystrons and the price of electricity. The klystron replace
ment costs are less for multiplex because the arrangement uses 
only two tubes instead of the four in parallel equipment. How
ever, the electricity costs are usually higher because the 
klystron in the sound/signal amplifier operates at an efficiency 
of around 18 per cent, whereas in a parallel system at least 
30 per cent is normally achieved. 

The overa ll saving in running costs is significant and can be 

* This figure is arrived at in the following way: 
Consider a common amplifier operating with a 5 to 1 vision to 
sound ratio. If the amplitude of the sound signal is reduced so 
that a 10 to I vision to sound ratio exists (i.e. a 3 dB reduction), 
the pattern will also be reduced by 3 dB. If both sound and vision 
signals are now increased by J½dB the pattern will increase by 
4½dB since sound, vision, and subcarrier amplitudes have each 
increased by l½dB. Compared to the original 5 to J vision to 
sound ratio condition, the pattern has therefore increased by 
l ½d B (4½dB-3dB). The vision power, however, has also in
creased by l t dB, and thus the IO to I ratio permits operation at a 
reduction of 5½dB with respect to normal power. 



in the order of £3000 per annum for a 40-kW transmitter 
operating for 5000 hours per year and using klystrons with 
average lives of 10000 hours. If longer Jives could be achieved 
the saving wou]d become progressively Jess and eventually 
the advantage in running costs would be with parallel equip
ment.* 

5 Conclusion 

The detailed setting-up and alignment of the transmitters for 
multiplex operation is more complex than for a conventional 
arrangement because both klystron amplifiers must be tuned 
for broad-band operation over a range of 8 MHz and the 
reserve driver transmitter must be adjusted to be capable of 
driving either klystron amplifier in the reserve condition. 
There is no difficulty in meeting these requirements if the 
whole equipment is taken out of service while adjustments are 
being made, but if the operation is to be done while radiating 
programme the situation is more complicated. 

There are no problems either in locating or mending faults 
on any unserviceable part of the multiplex equipment while 
the service is being maintained by the reserve facilities. Diffi
culties do arise, however, in carrying out fina] tests and adjust
ments when the equipment is restored to normal service: these 
difficulties are not confined to multiplex type transmitters. 

Setting up the reserve driver transmitter to feed either 
klystron as a common amplifier has been found to be simple 
because the de-rating used for the reserve condition requires 
little, if any, pre-correction for linearity, or for differential 
phase and gain to be applied to achieve an adequate perform
ance. A disproportionate degree of care and patience is 
needed, however, to obtain performance to the full specifica
tion standards from each klystron. 

To eliminate difficulties of this kind the use of insertion test 
signals has been extended so that the signals not only permit 
measurements of performance to be carried out while radiat
ing programme but can be used to allow adjustments to be 
undertaken without interrupting service. A portable insertion 
unit has been developed which accepts any of the usual trans
mitter test waveforms such as pulse and bar, staircase and 
sideband analyser sweep, and inserts the waveform as an 
additional test signal in the field synchronising period. Obser
vations and measurements can then be made at the output of 
the transmitter while adjustments are optimised. 

* Current indications, based on more than one million running 
hours, suggest that the mean life is likely to exceed 15000 hours. 
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Experience of some thirty multiplex transmitters with out
put powers ranging from lOkW to 40kW has confirmed the 
predicted advantages and has not resulted in unexpected 
difficulties of a technical or operational nature. 

As additional transmitters are commissioned and further 
experience is gained, scope for the inclusion of new ideas to 
improve stations and to reduce maintenance requirements will 
arise. At the present time a method of providing a direct meter 
indication of the magnitude of the intermodulation products 
generated by a klystron amplifier is nearing completion. In
sertion test signal techniques are being employed to simplify 
the setting-up of the reserve output to the highest possible 
power compatible with the maximum allowable intermodula
tion product level. 

It may also prove practicable to raise the power rating of 
the reserve arrangement by providing pre-correction for the 
chrorninance beat pattern in the reserve drive. 

Scope exists, too, for considerable improvement in the 
efficiency of the klystron carrying the sound signal. At present 
the efficiency can be made about 18 per cent by lowering the 
beam supply and applying bias to the modulation anode when 
operating as the sound signal amplifier. It is attractive, how
ever, to provide a simple switchable tuning control on one or 
more of the klystron cavities to obtain a narrow band response 
with improved efficiency that can be changed to the wide-band 
condition when required. So far, however, the results have not 
been sufficiently consistent to merit the arrangement being 
generally included when the increased complexity is taken 
into account. 

Improvements which can be made must be judged against 
any increased capital cost which may result and also with the 
effect that the proposed improvement may have on the main
tenance requirements of the equipment. Reliability is not only 
of prime importance to provide viewers with the best possible 
service but is also a major factor in determining the cost of 
maintaining a large modern transmitting network. 
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Summary: The article reviews BBC practice 1n monitoring its domestic transmissions from the days of 2LO* 
to the present time. Details of the equipment used are not included as these have been dealt with in the various 
references indicated 1n the text. 
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1 Introduction 

A distinction should be made between the technica1 monitor
ing of transmitters and programme links, which is the subject 
of this article, and other types of monitoring which the BBC 
performs. Frequency measurement and the technical moni
toring of overseas transmitters are carried out at the Tatsfield 
Receiving Station, while the content of transmissions From 
overseas is monitored at Caversham. 

In the early days of radio broadcasting when there were 
only a few transmitters, technical monitoring was simple, as 
it could be carried out by staff at a number of points in the pro
gramme chain. Their function was to listen, to report, and to 
take action on any abnormalities in the transmission. Nor
mally these duties were undertaken at the programme source, 
at the output of the transmitter, and at certain intermediate 
control points on the distribution chain between studio and 
transmitter. Telephonecommunication was provided bet\veen 
each monitoring point to allow rapid location of the trouble. 

• The London 2 kW medium-wave transmitter from which regular 
British broadcasting was started in 1922. 
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4.1.4 Monitoring station 
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4.2.3 Sound monitoring: u.h.f. transmitter 
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This system also permitted faults to be reported back to the 
programme source so that suitable apologies could be made to 
listeners. With the advent of the television service this policy 
was expanded to include visual as \VelJ as aural monitoring 
and was continued until it was largely replaced by automatic 
methods. 

It was recognised that this form of monitoring was tedious 
and wasteful of manpower as a man could sit for days listening 
to and/or watching a programme without having to take 
action. The development of new techniques and the rapid ad
vancement in eJectronics during and after the Second World 
War led to the automation of certain monitoring functions. 

With the expansion in the 1950s or the number or medium 
frequency Home Service stations and the start of the v.h.F./f. m. 
radio services, the provision of staff at all stations would have 
been most expensive in terms of man-power. Systems were 
therefore developed for operating transmitters automatically 
with no staff normally in attendance. Equipment was instaJJed 
in dupJicate or triplicate so that faiJure of any one part would 
not necessitate a complete shut-down of the station. The r.f. 
output power was derived from paralleled transmitters such 



that failure of one wouJd still permit radiation of the pro
gramme on reduced power. 1 

Transmitters were s'witched on and off by mains-wound, 
clockwork-driven time switches and monitoring equipment 
was provided to detect failures and to compare the output 
signal with the input. These monitors were given executive 
action to switch to reserve equipment or to switch off accord
ing to the nature of the fault. Absolute monitors were used to 
detect failure of the programme or of the output carrier; com
parison monitors were used to detect less drastic deterioration 
in signals caused by faults in lines. 2 Both types of monitor are 
described later in this article. 

The v.h.f./f.m. radio transmitters (except Wrotham) were 
co-sited with television transmitters. As staff were available it 
was necessary only to provide an alarm to warn them when 
an automatic monitor had taken action so that an investiga
tion could be undertaken. Provision was also made for quality 
monitoring by providing a special room designed for this pur
pose. The unattended m.f. transmitters, however, were at 
sites remote from the manned stations, and monitori.agequi_p
ment was designed to feed information into the normal Post 
Office exchange telephone system so that staff at the manned 
station could ring the transmitter and hear a coded signal 
which indicated the state of the equipment. Dependent on the 
code heard they would know \vhether the transmitter was 
radiating normally or whether a visit was necessary to repair 
a fault. 

With the further rapid expansion of radio and television in 
the early 1960s thenumber of unattended transmitting stations 
increased substantially and the problem of monitoring such 
stations became a more significant factor in system design. 
New methods had to be found to maintain performance 
standards and to indicate faults immediately they occurred. 

Tn 1965 a committee was set up to examine monitoring 
requirements in the light of experience, to decide the best use 
that could be made of equipment already in existence and 
under development, and finally to lay down a broad policy 
for future developments in monitoring techniques and pro
gramme distribution. Decisions on these points were particu
larly important because the second television service was 
about to be introduced. 

2 Factors to be Considered 
2.1 Basic Requirements 

There are three basic requirements of any monitoring system: 
(a) the detection of faults 
(h} their correction and 
(c) the communication of information regarding the state of 

unattended equipment to a manned point. 
(a) can be further subdivided into faults causing a cornpJete 
failure, either through loss of programme incoming to the 
transmitter or a shut-down of the transmitter itself, and 
secondly impairment of the transmitted programme due to 
distortion, wrong programme material, cross-ta]k from other 
sources, or noise at objectionable levels. 

2.2 Types of Monitoring 

Monitoring can be aural/visual or automatic and can be sub
divided into four main dassifications: 
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2.2.1 Aural /Visual Monitoring 

The staff carrying out aural and/or visual monitoring are 
available either to take, or to arrange for, any necessary cor
rective action. For sound the monitoring can be continuous 
on one program me or sequential on a time basis on two or 
more programmes. With vision it is normal to monitor one 
programme in both sound and television continuously, but 
where there is a second program me the picture is con
tinuously displayed on a monitor -v.-hich is observed from 
time to time. This is known as secondary monitorjng. The 
sound of the second programme is monitored occasionally. 

In theory, aural or visual monitoring meets all the basic 
requirements but in practice they have their limitations. 

2.2.2 Automatic Failure Monitors 

For audio signals a monitor is used which detects the presence 
of an audio signal and which remains energised until the ]eve] 
fa1Js to below -17 dB with reference to zero level for a pre
determined time (40, 80, or 120 seconds). 

Video monitors have been designed to detect line or field 
sync pulses. They operate instantaneously when the sync-pulse 
level falls below the required level and are independent of 
picture content. For frequency-modulated transmissions con
tinuity monitoring is carried out over radio paths by the use 
of a low-level pilot tone. The frequency of this tone was 
originally 20_k.Hz but with the introduction of the stereo 
service using a 19-kHz pilot tone it was necessary to change 
the monitoring tone frequency to 23 kHz to prevent any mis
switching of stereo receivers. 

In some cases the absence or presence of the parent-station 
carrier frequency is used instead of pilot tone for relay trans
mitter starting and closing. This has the disadvantage, how
ever, that it is possible for noise to maintain an output from 
the receiver after the parent station has closed down, thus 
keeping the relay on power. 

Fig. 1 shows a typical pilot-tone system. The tone is in
jected into the audio chain at one transmitting station ata leveJ 
of - 30dB with reference to zero level. With 17 ·4dB of pre
emphasis at 23 kHz this produces a deviation of approximately 
4·5 kHz at the transmitter output. 

At the receiving station the pilot tone is detected at the 
output of a receiver. The tone can be used to start and close 
transmitters or to change programme sources. If it is to be 
used on the following path the tone is filtered out from the 
programme using a low-pass filter and re-inserted later in the 
audio chain from a local source. 

One further parameter that is monitored on a failure basis 
is carrier-frequency power. The monitor is usually situated at 
the output of the transmitter but in installations where there 
are translators followed by power amplifiers, the output of 
both translator and amplifier are monitored for carrier failure. 

2.2.3 Automatic Comparison Monitoring 

This type of monitor generally compares the signals at two 
points in the transmiss.ion chain where they should be alike, 
such as the output and input of a transmitter as shown in 
Fig. 2(a). A programme channel may be monitored by trans
mitting data derived from the signal at the sending end and 
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Fig. 1 Typical pilot-tone monitoring system 

comparing it with similar data obtained from the signal at the 
receiving end. The data from the sending end can be trans
mitted on a separate channel as suggested in Fig. 2(6) or can 
be combined with the programme material on the main 
channel. 

Instead of comparing signals at two points in the transmis
sion chain, the outDuts of two transmitters can be compared 
at a remote point using radio reception as indicated in Fig. 
2(c). Basically, this type of monitor processes the programme 
signal by rectification with selected integration and discharge 
time-constants. Frequency response weighting networks are 
included to correct for the subjective response to different 
frequency components. Earlier equipments used analogue 
circuits but later versions used analogue/digital conversion 
techniques{]) (3) (4) (5) (6). 

2.2.4 Automatic Absolute Monitoring 

Although described as an absolute monitor this type of 
equipment is really a comparison monitor in the sense that 
measurements made at the receiving end are related to a 
known fixed standard. The television waveform proves to be 
ideal for such monitors since the field blanking interval can 
be used to carry standard test signals; measurement of these 
signals at appropriate points in the transmission chain wil1 
reveal any significant changes in the video signal parameters. 
Two forms of Television Automatic Monitor exist, a simple 
version known as the Minor and a more complicated type 
known as the Major. 

The Minor, now obsolesce□ t, measures the overall maxi mum 
amplitude of the signal with reference to a fixed voltage and 
noise. The latter measurement is made on any spurious signal 
occurring within the line synchronising pulse.' The Major, on 
the other hand, measures a number of parameters covering 
both monochrome and co1our components of the insertion 
test signal. 8 It has two sets of limits, one set adjusted to give 
warning when maintenance Jimits are reached and another 
more widely spaced set which initiate corrective action when 
they are exceeded. Apart from monitoring transmission per-
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formance this monitor has also been designed to facilitate 
routine measurements as each measuring unit has a voJtage 
analogue output which can be read on a digital voltmeter. 

2.3 Action Taken 

The action taken by automatic equipment depends on the 
type of station. The equipment either raises an alarm indicat
ing a fault which requires investigating or (as at unattended 
stations) it takes executive action to change programme 
sources, to switch to a reserve equipment (low-power opera
tion) or, where transmitters are operated in parallel, to switch 
off the faulty unit. 

2.4 Factors which determine the type of Monitors to 
be Installed 

The choice of monitoring system for a particular station is 
often a compromise. Factors taken into account are: 

(i) Reliability of equipment. 
(ii) Possibility of reducing the number of routine visits by 

maintenance staff to unattended stations resulting from 
provision of more detai1ed information at a remote 
monitoring station. 

(iii) The method of feeding programme to a station, i.e. line, 
video cable, s.h.f. link, re-broadcast reception from 
another transmitter with demodulation to audio or video, 
or re-broadcast reception without demodulation. 

(iv) Popu1ation served by the station. 

2.4.1 Cable Feeds and Radio Feeds using Modulation 
and Demodulation Processes 

In practice the weak links in the chain are the distribution 
of programmes at audio or video by cable a11d processes 
involving modulation or demodulation, and it is here that 
distortion, cross-talk and noise can be introduced. The 
greater reliability and stability of solid-state devices, however, 
have eased this problem. 
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(a) Comparison of two points in the transmission chain 
(b) Comparison using a separate data channel 
(c) Comparison of the outputs of two transmitters using 

radio reception at a remote point. 

2.4.2 Translators 

In translators where the received r.f. signa1 is frequency
changed without being demodulated, the problems are 
simpler. The most likely fault is a complete failure of the r.f. 
output due to either the loss of the incoming signal or failure 
of the equipment. 

There are times when fading of the received signal intro
duces noise into the transmission or abnormal conditions 
cause co-channel interference on the received signal. 

As a rule, both these effects are difficult to deal with on a 
translator type of insta1lation without demodulating equip
ment, but they last for comparatively short times. 
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3 Monitoring Policy 

Monitoring policy is based on the assumption of full moni
toring at the source. E]sewhere at transmitters and at certain 
intermediate points in the distribution network automatic 
and/or aural/visual monitoring is used. 

3.1 Aural/Visual Monitoring 
3.1 .1 Source 

Aural/visual monitoring is carried out on all programmes at 
source, the latter being defined as the point from which the 
distribution system is fed. This covers both national network.s 
and regional opt-outs.* 

3.1.2 Intermediate and End of Chain 

Aural/vjsual monitoring is also made on each programme at 
certain selected points and at the end of the main distribution 
chain. Subject to the particular shortcomings of human moni
toring, this provides overall quality checks on the distribution 
network and allows quick identification of the faulty section 
and its correction. 

3.1.3 Low.power Unattended Transmitters 

Where signals can be received at a manned station, a com
mercial receiver is installed in the control area and occasional 
checks are made. Reception may not always beof high quality 
but it nevertheless gives a reasonable indication of the per
fonnance of the remote transmitter. Where reception is im
possible, monitoring is carried out on a routine basis by 
mobiJe engineers whenever they are in the service area. Local 
dealers also co-operate in reporting faults. 

3.2 Automatic Monitoring 
3.2.1 Individual Programme Links 1n the Distribution 

Chain 

Main sound and vision li □ ks serving a population of greater 
than a million people are automatically monitored for both 
qua1ity and failure using comparison monitors for sound and 
absolute monitors for vision. As these Jinks are usually 
between staffed points an alarm is sufficient to draw attention 
to a fauJt \vhich can be corrected. 

Some main Jinks, however, terminate at unattended sta
tions, and here the monitors take executive action to change 
programme sources, the reserve source usuaJly being a re
broadcast receiver. 

Sound and vision links serving popu]ations ofless than one 
million are fitted with failure monitors. Where these terminate 
at unattended transmitters thefailuremonitors take executive 
action to switch to an alternative source. Quality monitoring 
is carried out by aural or visual check at the end of the chain. 

Apart from a monitoring function, failure monitors are 
often used for starting up and closing down transmitters. 
Timing delays to prevent unnecessary close-downs due to 
short breaks are built into the transmitter control circuits. 

* Programmes which are broadcast only by one or more trans
mitters in a particular region, and which differ from the pro
grammes distributed at the same time on the national network. 
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3.2.2 Transmitters 

Transmitters serving large areas of population are monitored 
automatically unless they are at the ends of programme chains 
when aural/visual monitoring is employed. Tf the station is 
unattended then the monitor has e.xecutivecontro] for switch
ing off faulty transmitters or bringing standby plant into use. 
Information of any action taken is communicated to the 
nearest staffed station. 

At attended stations the monitors may have executive 
action or th.ey may merely operate an alarm to warn staff that 
action is required. 

At sma11er stations monitoring is carried out according to 
the equipment installed and its geographical location. Action 
is taken accordingly and warning given to a staffed station as 
appropriate. 

3.3 Communication of Information 

Tt is necessary to install some method of providing staffed 
centres with information about the state of the equipment at 
remote sites. This information can be conveyed immediately 
to an attended station or stored on site and the store inte.rro• 
gated at intervals. 

Except for the very low-power stations (i.e. 10 watts or less) 
a device known as a Telephone lndicator Panel is fitted in 
conjunction with the Post Office exchange line. This can be 
either 'active' or 'passive' respectively according to whether 
staff at an attended station are al erred automatically or as the 
result of a telephone call which theyhavehad to initiate. Active 
telephone indicators can be subdivided into those which pro-

Sequence of signals when all three services and common 
plam are in order. 

Code 

Dot 
Pause 
Dot 
Pause 
Dot 
Pause 
Dot 

Meaning 

Service 1 in order 

Service 2 in order 

Service Jin order 

Common plant in order 

Sequence of signals when there is a fault on Service 2. 

Code Meaning 

Dot Service L in order 
Pause 
Dot (Main modulator in order 
Dot S . 2 Reserve modulator in order 
Dash 

ervice 
Transmitter A faulty 

Dot Transmitter Bin order 
Pause 
Dot Service 3 in order 
Pause 
Dot Common plant in order 

! 

duce an a1arm at the attended station - the Jatter then having 3.3.2 Active Telephone Indicators 
to take action to interrogate the store - or those which having 
raised an alarm automatically pass on information regarding 
the state or the unattended site. 

3.3.1 Passive Telephone Indicators 

When a telephone call is made to an unattended station, after 
a few pulses of ringing tone the telephone at the station is 
disconnected and the indicator is connected to the ]ine. This 
then transmits in a simple code or dots and dashes informa
tion about the station. A dot indicates that the particular 
equipment being interrogated is normal and a dash that it is 
abnormal. The code is broken into groups with gaps in be
tween to make reading easier, e.g. on a station transmitting 
three services there are four groups, one group for the trans
mitting equipment for each service and the fourth covering 
common plant such as emergency power plant, Feeder gassing, 
etc. 1 

In earlier equipment the information was stored by means 
of relays but in later equipment solid-state logic circuits are 
used. Two further refinements have been added, firstly, that 
before the code is sent to line, a recorded announcement is 
made identiFying the station and secondly that it is no longer 
necessary to send all the coded information if all is well. 

Using the previous example ea~h of the three service groups 
could consist of four items which with the general group of 
two makes a total of fourteen dots if all is well: in the new 
system this is reduced to four dots. Only if a fault exists i,;,, 

more information provided about the faulty service. 
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When a fault occurs at an unattended site with an active 
telephone indicator, it triggers off the indicator which initiates 
a telephone call to the staffed centre. 9 When this call is 
answered the indicator identifies the calling station and the 
receiving station acknowledges the call by sending a tone back 
down the line. This switches in the code indicator and in
formation is sent in simple code exactly as with the passive 
indicator. This form of monitoring is useful where it is 
impossible to receive the transmission radiated from the 
unattended station. It has the disadvantage that it can be 
baulked if exchange lines are busy and it cannot make a con• 
ne::tio □. 

A variant of this method is used where the sound trans• 
mitter is frequency-modulated and can be received at the 
staffed station. A 23·kHz pilot tone is normally radiated by 
the unattended transmitter. When a fault occurs the tone is 
cut to raise an alarm and is then pulsed with the coded infor• 
mation as in previous examples. 

3.3 3 Remote Alarms using Reception of Radiated 
Transmissions 

There are two additional systems whil:h are used to raise an 
alarm at the attended station to warn the staff that something 
has happened at the remote point and that the passive tele
phone indicator should be interrogated. 

One method is to arrange for a milli•second break or dip 
in the carrier to occur when a fault appears. A detector at the 
attended statio □ registers this and gives an alarm. 

• 
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Fig. 3 Typical monitoring arrangements for av h.f./fm radio system 

The second method used for u.h.f. translators is for an inter
carrier detector to be provided at the attended site. 

4 Practical Systems 
Two planned systems are now briefly described, one covering 
an exclusively radio programme and the other a television 
system for both sound and vision. 

4.1 Radio ( Fig. 3) 
This is a v.h.f. frequency-modulated transmission system. 

4.1.1 Monitoring at Source 
The source is fully monitored aurally. 

4.1.2 Monitoring at Destination 
The line feed to an attended transmitter is monitored by a 
sound monitor major (MSJ) which compares signa]s at the 
se □ding and receiving ends. Information from the sending 
end is sent to the receiving stations by the use of two tones 
superimposed on the programme. Either or both of those 
tones can be present according to the co□ditions prevailing. 
Ia a]ine with a nominal bandwidth of IOkHz these tones are 
10·6 and 10·8 kHz. Their level is kept very low to prevent 
interference with the programme and they are filtered out 
before the programme is transmitted. 

4.1.3 Transmitter Monitoring Systems 

(i) Transrnilter A 
Occasional listening is carried out by staff. 

(ii) Transmitter B 
This is an unattended station fed by radio from Trans
mitter A. Duplicate receivers are provided, changeover 
being effected by the absence of a 23-kHz pilot tone in
serted at the programme input of transmitter A (Detector 
OT). Transmitter equipment at B is monitored by a 
sound monitor transmitter (MST) which compares the 
programme input with the demodulated output from the 
modulator. This has executive action to change to reserve 
equipment. Carrier-failure detectors (CF) are also pro
vided on the outputs of the modulators to monitor the 
output power. Executive action is again provided on the 
working circuit to change over to the reserve equipment. 
The po\Ver amplifiers which are in para11el are monitored 
by carrier-failure monitors. If the output falls below a 
predetermined level the appropriate amplifier is switched 
off. 

(iii) Transmilter C 
This unatte□ded station receives programmes from 
Transmitter A, the receiver being monitored by a pro
gramrne-fai1ure monitor (PF). 

The transmitter itself is covered by a carrier-failure 
monitor (CF). As this station cannot be received at a 
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remote point an active teJephone indicator (ATI) is fitted. 
fnformation from the programme- and carrier-failure 
monitors is fed into this. Ringing-out facilities are pro
vided by a Post Office Exchange line to Transmitter A. 

(iv) Transmitter D 
This is a low-power (]OW) translator. No automatic 
monitoring is provided but local dealer contacts co
operate in reporting major faults. 

4.1.4 Monitoring Station 

This is a transmitting station which does not radiate the pro
gramme being monitored. It is we11 situated, however, to 
receive both transmitter A and transmitter B. A sound moni
tor minor (MSN) is therefore fitted to compare the A and B 
transmissions. This provides adequate monitoring of trans
mitter B. 

An additional programme-failure monitor (PF) is provided 
on transmitter A to cover complete fai1ure of A which is not 
shown up by the comparison monitor. 

Occasional manual monitoring of both sources is also 
provided. 

4.2 Television Systems 

Figs. 4 and 5 show the video monitoringfor625-line u.h.f. and 
405-Jine v.h.f. systems respectively, whi1e Fig. 6 shows the 
associated sound monitoring. 

4.2.1 Video Monitoring: U.H.F. Transmitter 

Fig. 4 shows an unattended u.h.f. station fed from a pro
gramme distribution system. There is no separate audio feed, 
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the latter information being carried in digital form in the sync 
pulses of the video waveform using a PCM system called 
Sound-in-Syncs10• u. The incoming Post Office feed is moni
tored by a video monitor (MN) which measures both mono
chrome and colour parameters of the test-line signal and 
gives an alarm when any of these are outside the prescribed 
limits. 

Following the monitor is the sound-in-syncs decoder which 
separates the audio information from the video. The video 
signal then passes through a corrector which adjusts the 
luminance and chrominance gains within specified limits to 
produce a constant input to the transmitter. A sync detector 
at the output of the corrector is used for starting and closing 
down the transmitter. 

At this point the video passes into the programme change
over relay, the other side of which is fed from a reserve source, 
in this example a re-broadcast receiver. The output of the 
relay contact then feeds the transmitters. The overall per
formance of the station is monitored by a S!cond video moni
tor which is normally fed from a demodulator connected to a 
probe on the aerial feeder. 12 

If this monitor registers a fault, i.e. one of the parameters 
is out of limits such that a degraded picture is being trans
mitted, it triggers a logic unit. This then switches the monitor 
input to look at the main input (programme feed), the reserve 
input(re-broadcastfeed) and then back to the output. During 
this process it measures all the parameters in each condition 
and stores the information before raking action. 

If the fault is still present when the monitor switches back 
to the transmitter output, the monitor takes action based on 
the information stored in the logic unit. If the main feed is 
faulty the monitor switches the transmitter input to the reserve 

r--- ---..., 

' ' ' 

' ' ' 
I ' L ______ _J 

mon1Tor,ng stot101t 

----z.__, mon,tonng T.,~d 
L - - - - - - -- -)--- - -

Fig. 4 Video monitoring system tor a u.h.f. transmitter 
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Fig. 6 Sound monitoring system for a u.h.f. transmitter 

feed. If, however, the feeds are both within tolerance but the 
fault persists, the monitor switches the transmitter to a low
power condition using one klystron as a common sound and 
vision amplifier.* Should both programme feeds be fau]ty, 
the monitor takes no action and the main feed is selected. 
Where two transmitters are in parallel the monitor sequence 
includes both individual transmitter outputs and the inputs. 

* This standby arrangement is described in the article on page 4 
of this issue. 

Its actjon on a transmitte.r fault is to 'throw away' the faulty 
transmitter. 

As this system is for use at an unattended station, informa
tion must be fed back to a staffed station. This can be achieved 
by jnserting information into the field blanking period of the 
transmitted signal using Insertion Communications Equip
ment (].C.E.). The latter is in turn fed from a Telephone Indi
cator Pane] as described earlier. The necessary information 
is then decoded at the remote monitoring point. 
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4.2.2 Video Monitoring: V.H.F. Transmitter (Fig. 5) 

V.H.F. transmitters are normally co-sited with u.h.f. instal
lations and only the monitoring of the v.h.f. part need be 
considered here. 

The video output from the source changeover relay is fed 
in parallel to the u.h.f. transmitter and to the v.h.f. trans
mitter via a standards converter. 

The converter is monitored by its own particular equip
ment (SCM) which can activate the changeover system to 
bring in the reserve converter. 

The output of the v.h.f. transmitter is watched by a video 
monitor via a demodulator fed from a probe on the aerial 
feeder. This (MVJ) is similar to that described for the u.h.f. 
transmitter, except that it deals with 405-Jine monochrome 
waveforms and is therefore simpler jn design. 

As shown in the diagram, it is connected permanently to 
the output and merely gives alarms, the transmitter being 
manua11y controlled. 

4.2.3 Sound Monitoring: U.H.F. Transmitter (Fig. 6) 

As described in 4.2.1 the incoming programme feed carries 
audio and video information which is decoded to give 
separate video and sound outputs. Built into the decoder is a 
monitoring system (SIS) which checks that the decoder is 
working correctly. This monitor is fed into the transmitter 
control circuits for starting and closing sequences and also 
controls the programme changeover relay. The reserve source 
is derived from a receiver which in turn is monitored by a 
programme-failure monitor (PF). 

As described previously all fault indications are fed into a 
telephone indicator which can either transmit information 
using ICE as described in 4.2.1 or, as shown in Fig. 6, by 
pulsing a 23-kHz oscillator, the output of which is super
imposed on the programme. 

This 23 kHz raises an alarm at the remote monitoring 
point, and then gives a read-out of the state of the station 
being monitored. 

4 Conclusions 

The development of automatic monitoring systems has en
abled a vast number of new transmitting stations to be built 
without a proportionate increase in the number of staff re-
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quired to operate and maintain the transmitters. In the last 
five years the number of stations has increased by 56 per cent 
to 225, and the number of services transmitted has increased 
by 167, while the number of staff has increased by 13 per 
cent. 

The improvement in methods of signalling information 
back to staffed centres from unattended stations will ]ead to a 
better deployment of the mobile maintenance teams. The 
teams will be able to plan their work in advance by distin
guishing the stations that require an urgent visit from those 
that, although still operating satisfactorily, are in need of 
attention. The combination of remote monitoring and signal
ling systems can be so engineered that performance measure
ments of unattended stations are a1ways available at a staffed 
control centre. 
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The Choice of Primary Colours for 
Colour Television 

Part I: C. B. B. Wood, M.B.E., Head of Image Scanning Section, Research Department 

Pa rt 11: W. N. Sp ros On, M.A .. Head of Physics Section. Reseacch Department 

UDC 535.6.08 621.397.132 

Summary of Parts I and II: The chromaticities of the colour phosphors used in the receiver display tube are 
a fundamental part of the specification of a colour telev1s1on system and the colorimetric design of a camera or 
film scanner cannot be undertaken without this knowledge. The chromat1c1ty co-ordinates specified by the 
NTSC in 1953 now have little practical meaning since phosphors have changed considerably and signal 
originating devices are designed to suit current production displays. Moreover. the recent introduction of a 
linear matrix in the design of modern colour cameras and other picture sources has increased the importance 
of a close match between the receiver phosphors and the spectral analysis of the picture source, since the 
matrix makes an approximation for the effect of the negative lobes in the ideal camera spectral sensitivity curves, 
and the inclusion of these lobes in the effective spectral analysis makes the matching more critical. A UK 
Working Party, set up under CCIR National Study Group 11. examined the situation 1n the United Kingdom 
and made recommendations that led to a change in the receiver chromat1c1ties specified for PAL System I in 

that country. 
Part I reviews the phosphors which have been available since 1953 and describes the performance appraisals 

which led to the Working Party's decision. The advantages and disadvantages of alternative proposals are 
discussed, and the recommendations are given in the conclusions. Part II gives a quantitative coloi-imetrrc basis 
to the observations and experiments described in Part I. There is an analysis of the effects of slight departures 
from the design set of phosphors such as are encountered in presently-available colour television receivers and 
the colour reproduction given by cameras designed for the original NTSC set of phosphors is also considered. 
It is concluded that slight changes in chromaticity co-ordinates are permissible but that the colour quality now 
obtainable from a camera designed for the NTSC primaries is very unlikely to be acceptable. 

Part I: Factors underlying a proposed revision of the chromaticity 

specification for Pal System I 

Contents 
1 Introduction to Part I 
2 Colour Fidelity 
3 United Kingdom Proposal 
4 Performance Appraisals 

5 
6 

4.1 Camera designed for PAL System J primaries with 
existing receiver phosphors 

4.2 Other proposed cameras with existing receiver 
phosphors 

Consideration of Results 
Possible Courses of Action 

7 Conclusions 
8 Constitution of the Working Party 

1 Introduction to Part I 

Most colours occurring in nature can be matched meta
rnerically by the addition of three suitably-chosen primary 
colours. A few, however, cannot be matched by means of a 

simple additive mixture and it is necessary to describe the 
match as being between a mixture of the unknown colour 
with one of the primaries on the one hand and a mixture of the 
remaining two primaries on the other. In this case the amount 
of the primary mixed with the unknown colour is considered 
as a negative quantity. All colours can be matched with any 
three primaries if negative quantities are included, but in 
practice the three colour primaries of an additive system are 
usually chosen to minimise the occurrence of negative quan
tities. 

Tn a colour television system the gamut of colours which 
may be reproduced is ]irnited to those falling within a triangle 
drawn on the CTE chrornaticity diagram, the apexes of the 
triangle being the chromaticities of the three primaries. The 
choice of primaries for a colour television system is essen
tialfy ]imited by colorimetric considerations of the spectral 
characteristics and efficiencies of available phosphor materials 
and this has always been the case. Tt is, of course, obvious 
that the colorimetric design of a colour television camera 
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which js required to analyse the scene into it~ colour com
ponents and produce colour separation signals for transmis
sion is primarily determined by the chromaticities of the re
producing primaries available at the receiver. 

In the period 1949-53 the National Television System 
Committee of the United States of America gave serious con
sideration to the choice of suitable primaries for a colour 
television system. The literature of that period contains a 
number of proposed sets of chromaticity co-ordinates based 
mainly upon the silicate phosphors which were at that time 
the only suitable ones available. By September 1951, Panel 7 
of the NTSC had recommended a set of prjrnary chrornatici
ties; these were promulgated publicly by the NTSC on 2 
February 1953 and were reiterated in the Report of the Chair
man (Mr A. V. Loughren) of Panel 13 of the NTSC dated 
8 Ju1y 1953. This document states: 

'The gamma corrected voltages E;, E~, and E ~ are 
suitable for a colour picture tube having primary colours 
with the following chromatidties in the C.T.E. system of 
specification: 

Red (R) 
Green (G) 
Blue (B) 

X 

0·67 
0·21 
0 14 

y 
0·33 
0·71 
0·08 

and having a transfer gradient (gamma exponent) of 2·2* 
associated with each primary colourt (eighteenth meeting, 
Motion 9).' 

"'At the present stage of the art it is considered inadvisable to set a 
tolerance on the value of gamma. This portion of the specification 
will not be enforced pending a further determination thereof. 

t The voltages E.R, and E(} and EB may be respectively of the 
form of E~Y, E~'Y, and E~Y, although other forms may be 
used with the advances in the state of the art. 

2 Colour Fidelity 

The optimum colour reproducer \!vOuld use primaries so 
chosen that lines joining their CIE co-ordinates encom
passed the most important part of the area of the CIE colour 
diagram. Suitable primary co]ours were suggested by Hardy 
and Wurzburgl but regrettably cathode-ray tube phosphors 
havjng this performance with suitable efficiency have yet to be 
discovered. It was pointed out in an appendix written by 
D. W. Epstein 2 to the petition of RCA before the Federal 
Communications Commission, dated 25 June 1953, that for 
good colour reproduction it is necessary that the tristimulus 
values or trichromatic coefficients of the subject and of the 
reproduction be the same.t I □ order to reproduce faithfully 
all those chromaticities of the original scene which lie within 
the colour triangle of the receiver primaries, it is necessary to 
co□ trol properly the relative amounts of the primaries at 
every point of reproduction. This imposes speClal require
ments on three spectral sensitivity curves that are used in the 
camera for making the trichromatic analysis of the original 
scene. The theoretically-required camera se □ sitivity curves 
have regions where the sensitivity is negative. D. W. Epstein 

: Although this is fundarnentaJly true, it does not take into con-
sideration some of the practical circumstances in colour television 
practice which arise when the viewing conditions of the original 
scene and of the reproduction are different, e.g. luminance level, 
picture surround, white point, scale size, etc. 
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goes on to show that any departure from the camera spectral 
sensitivity, as calculated for a given set of receiver reproducing 
primaries, must result in some lack of fidelity. The negative 
portions of the ideal camera spec tr.al sensitivity curves depend 
rather criticalJy on the choice of receiver primaries but the 
positive portions may vary only s1ight1y for a wide choice of 
receiver primaries. 

Although all this was understood and so clearly docu
mented very early in the history of colour teJevision, successive 
designs of colour television display tube paid very Jittle heed 
to the matching of the colour display with the camera analysis. 
For more than ten years, following the publication of the 
NTSC specification in 1953, it was probab]y of minor 
importance that the manufacturers of shadow-mask tubes 
chose phosphors more on account of their brightness than on 
account of their conformity with NTSC chromaticities. 
During this period the effective spectral sensitivity of tele
vision cameras was limited to the positive -portions of the ideal 
responses a□d the errors present because of this limitation 
were not substantially changed by maki □g changes in the 
chromaticities of the display phosphors. However, the intro
duction of the linear matrix a into the practical design of colour 
te]evision cameras has meant that they are now given an 
effective spectral sensitivity which includes an approximation 
to the negative sensitivities as well as the positive portions of 
the curves and although the overall fidelity of the television 
system has been much improved, the importance of a match 
between the camera and the receiver has become much more 
pronounced. 

Reference to Fig. 1 shows the extent to which the chromati
cities of shadow-mask tube phosphors have changed since 
1953. Each move to achieve a greater brightness has resulted 
in a reduction of the gamut of colours which may be repro
duced. Some of these were not necessarily bad exchanges since 
the subjective excellence of colour reproduction must include 
an adequate luminance 1evel and improvements in brightness 
were initially more important than the ability to portray 
extreme co]ours. 

The way in which the camera has followed the changes in 
reproduction primaries appears to have been rather hap
hazard. As already stated, a camera havi □g positive-only 
effective spectral sensitivity characteristics is not particularly 
critical of discrepancies between its effective spectral analysis 
and the chromaticity co-ordinates of the phosphors used in 
the display tube in the receiver, but when linear matrix: tech
niques are em ployed this becomes very much more important. 
The coefficients for the linear matrix have to be computed and 
chosen with considerable care since they exercise a powerful 
total effect upon the colorimetry of the system and indeed are 
at least as important as the shapes of the positive portions of 
the characteristic. Generally speaking, matrix values have 
been calculated and verified experimentally by reference to the 
chrornaticities of phosphors used in the colour television 
monitors which happened to be in existence at the time of the 
choice. Hence, almost none of the colour te]evision cameras at 
present in service with broadcasting organisations through
out the wor1d conform to the original NTSC chromaticities 
but are based in an imprecise rnan □er upon some other values 
more or less re]evant to an existing colour monitor. Further
more, the effective colorimetric performance of any given 
television camera must be considered not only on its spectral 

I I 
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analysis characteristic and the linear matrix of its primary 
signals but also upon the gamma and the >white point of the 
signals as transmitted. 

It is therefore not correct to suggest that the chromaticities 
originally specified by the NTSC in 1953 have remaining rele
vance and the regrettable fact is that our present colour tele
vision cameras cannot be said to conform to any uniform 
specification at al1. 

3 United Kingdom Proposal 

Recognising the unsatisfactory state of affairs wherein colour 
television cameras used in broadcasting were not colori
metrically related to receivers by anything other than a some
what empfrical approach and that the 1953 NTSC specifica
tion was obsolete in respect of receiver and camera colori
metry, a Working Party, set up by the United Kingdom CCIR 
National Study Group 11, Sub-group l lA, undertook a study 

of the situation. It was found that although the trichromatic 
coefficients of the shadow-mask phosphors had moved quite 
a long way from those of the original NTSC specification, 
receivers in current production and the great majority of re
ceivers being used by the public had reproduction primaries 
fa Iii ng within a fairly small group of characteristics as plotted 
on the CIEchromaticity diagram. It therefore seemed rational 
to examine the spread of chrornaticities in normal use and the 
effects of this spread upon the fidelity of the reproduced 
picture when the camera had been designed to match a given 
receiver. 

It was not considered sufficient merely to find some mid
point in the chromaticities of existing receivers and to base 
the colorimetric design of the camera upon that. It was felt 
that provision should be made as far as possible to take ad
vantage of future improvements in phosphors and this in
volved some prediction of the course that these improvements 
might take. The problems were discussed with major pro-
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PAL System 1 
+ Receiver phosphors 1968 
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ducers of colour phosphors and shadow-mask tubes and their 
advice was sought on the choice of a set of chromaticity co
ordinates to be used for camera design such that they wou]d 
not be too far from those of existing receive.rs and yet were 
strategically placed to take advantage of possible improve
ments in phosphor technology. The willing co-operation of 
the organisations consulted, both with the Worki□gParty and 
with each other, made possible an agreement on a chroma-

I 

TABLE 1 
Chromaticity Co-ordinates for PAL System I 

X 

Red (R) 0·64 
Green (G) 0·29 
Blue(B) 0·15 

Receiver white point: 11luminant D 65 

Gamma* of RGB displays: 2-8 

y 

0·33 
0·60 
0·06 I 

"'It should not be assumed that the gamma of the transmitted sig
nals would be J /2-8. ln practice a value of approx.imately 0·45 is 
found to give subjectively the best overall contrast law for average 
television viewing conditions. 
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ticity specification which could be adopted for PAL colour 
televlsion System I. 4 This was as shown in Table 1. 
Reference to Fig. 2 will show the relationship between typical 
receiver phosphors and the points chosen as the design
basis of cameras to be used in the UK televisio □ broadcast
ing. 

4 Performance Appraisals 

Tt was, of course, necessary to ex. . .amine, by calculation and by 
subjective test. the performance of this camera when used in 
conjunction with a number of existing, practical display tubes. 
The colorimetric performance resulting from a given relation
ship between the chromaticity characteristics of the camera 
and those of the receiver can be calculated for each set of 
circumstances and it is also possible to set up practical experi
ments to permit subjective judgements. According]y, the 
Working Party set out to determine the importance of dis
crepancies between the effective analysis characteristic of the 
camera and the reproduction primaries. These were examined 
over the spread of receivers known to be in existence: if the 
discrepancies between the camera and the phosphor chroma
ticities were too great, then the colour fidelity of the system 



overall would be found to be significantly degraded. At the 
same time, however, it was dearly realised that it js possible 
for the broadcaster to choose only one set of receiver primaries 
as a basis for the transmission and that all other receivers not 
having those primaries must display a less accurate picture, 
although the loss in fidelity might be so small as to be 
negligible. 

4.1 Camera Designed for PAL System I Primaries 
with Existing Receiver Phosphors 

A camera whose colorimetric design was based upon the PAL 
System I receiver chrornaticities was, in the first instance, 
considered in conjunction with three different types of re
ceiver display phosphors. One set of receiver phosphors con
sidered was close to the PAL System T chromaticities and was 
representative of the rare earth phosphors generally in use in 
1968. A second set of phosphors was suggested by shadow
mask display tube manufacturers as being representative of 
currenr production in 1969-70, while a third set of phosphors 
used was typical of those proposed for production i □ 1971. In 
the latter case a complementary shift of the chromaticities of 
the red and green phosphors had been employed: this is found 
in practice to permit a much greater shift of both the red and 
the green points for a given degradation of the picture than 
would have been possible had only one of the two points been 
moved. The complementary shift, although reducing the size 
of the triangle of possible colours, does not cause the severe 
distortion of skin tones which is noticed when, for example, 
the green phosphor is moved in the directio□ of yellow, while 
the red is unchanged. Chromaticity points relevant to the 
considerations are given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Chrornaticity Co-ordinates of Typical Phosphors in 

Current Use 

Red Green I Blue 
X )' X y X y 

1968 Rare 
earth 0·644 0·330 0·288 0·600 0·150 0·065 

1969-70 
Current 
Production 0·632 0 339 0·307 0·597 0-152 0·064 

1970-1 Com-
plementary 
Shift 0·627 0·341 0·325 0·590 0·150 0·060 

The Working Party and several groups of observers, total
ling twenty observers in aggregate, then appraised the 
colorimetric performance of the system under the three sets 
of conditions: (1) when the receiver phosphors were a very 
close match for the camera design; (2) when the current pro
duction tube was in use; and (3) when the proposed comple
mentary shift group of phosphors was in use. A number of 
different types of skin tones were appraised, together with a 
number of general scenes and a flag containing the EBU 
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standard fabrks. 5 The results using the EBU Quality Scale* 
for subjective grading are given in Table 3 below: 

TABLE 3 

Subjective Grading of Typical Phosphors 

PAL System I Camera 

(EBU Quality Scale) 

Skin General Saturated 
Tones Scenes Colours 

1968 Rareearth(PAL 
System I) phosphors I ·2 D I ·2 

1969-70 Current pro-
duction 2·1 D M 

1971 Complementary 
shift 

I 
3·0 I ·3 20 

It will be seen that the effect of discrepancies between the 
camera and the phosphors was reflected in the observers' 
judgements of colour quality but that so far the error had not 
assumed serious proportions. It therefore remained to be 
established whether much greater discrepancies between the 
camera and the receiver could be tolerated. 

4.2 Other Proposed Cameras with Existing Receiver 
Phosphors 

Tt was thought that it would be interesting to observe the effect 
of basing the calculation of colour analysis and matrix co
efficients for a modern colour camera upon the original NTSC 
chromaticities. It was also noted that the proposal made by 
the Netherlands and tabled at the meeting of CCIR Study 
Group 11 in Geneva, September 1969 6 had suggested a com
promise between the original NTSC specified chromaticities 
and those of a typical 1968 colour television receiver. The 
Working Party then examined the colour performance of three 
different cameras when they were used in connection with 
existing receiver phosphors. The camera characteristics were 
based upon: 
(1) The values for PAL System l 
(2) The Netherlands compromise proposal 
(3) The original NTSC chromaticities 1953 

The values of these chromaticity co-ordinates are shown in 
Table 4. 

ln the practical experiment, only a single colour monitor 
was used, equipped with current (1969-70 production) phos
phors which were intermediate in the previous set of tests 
between the 1968 rare earth phosphors and the proposed 
shifted red/green for 197 J production. All three camera con
ditions were examined in random order on the single moni
tor, using once again a wide variety of skin tones with some 
general scenes and the EBU test fabrics. The results were as 
shown in Table 4. 

*EBU Quality Scale I 
I Excellent 
2 Good 
3 Fairly Good 

4 Rather poor 
5 Poor 
6 Very poor 
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TABLE 4 
Chromaticity Co-ordinates upon which the Colorimetric 

Design of the Camera was Based 

Red Green Blue 

X y X y X y 

PAL System I 
Camera 0·64 0·33 0·29 0·60 0·15 0·06 

Netherlands 
Proposal 0·66 0·33 0·25 065 0· 145 0·07 

NTSC 
Specification 0·67 0·33 0·21 0 71 0·14 0·08 

TABLE 5 
Subjective Grading of Camera Performances 

I 969-70 Phosphors 
(EBU Quality Scale) 

Skin 
I 

General Saturated 
Tones Scene!!.· Colours 

PAL System L 
Camera I ·9 1·2 I ·2 

Netherlands 
Proposal 4·3 3·2 2·9 

NTSC Specification 4·6 4·1 3-4 
--~---- --

These indicate that a change in the trichromatic coefficients 
used for the camera design from those that are near to a 
typical receiver to those that are based upon the original 
NTSC phosphors or to the Netherlands compromise pro
posal will cause an unacceptable degradation of the picture. 

Hence it would seem from the results of this experiment 
that it is fortunate that camera manufacturers have disre
garded the NTSC specification for chromaticity and have 
based their camera designs upon a realistic assumption of the 
chromaticities of modern colour television receivers. 

5 Consideration of Results 

It is necessary at this stage to consider whether the results of 
calculation, supported by a subjective test, are sufficient evi
dence upon which to base a decision concerning the chroma
ticity coefficients to be adopted in the specification of the 
colorimetric design of a television camera. It should be noted 
that in the subjective tests described in the previous chapter, 
the monitors were in every case lined up to track accurately 
over the grey scale balanced to illuminant D 65 . Furthermore, 
the saturation control of the decoder was set upin accordance 
with the established practice for broadcast quality monitors 
using a carefu1ly calibrated colour bar test signal. Given that 
the object of coJour television broadcasting is to provide for 
the viewer an acceptable picture for the majority of subjects 
transmitted, rather than aiming only at objective accuracy, it 
might be possible to adopt some set of chromaticity charac
teristics for the camera other than those related to existing 
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receivers in the hope that the viewer would, by misadjustment 
of the chroma-control and the white point of the receiver, 
achieve subjectively satisfactory skin tones which are, after all, 
the most sensitive indications of poor colour fidelity. Such a 
step would, however, by the jnclusion of a subjective receiver 
balance, undermine the ability of the broadcasters and the 
receiver manufacturers to achieve an engineering specification 
for colour reproduction. A practical examination of pro
posals to readjust balance and saturation of the receiver 
shows that they are not, in fact, acceptable remedies. With a 
camera designed to suit NTSC chromaticities and a modern 
receiver, an increase of approximately 45 per cent in chromi
nance signal level is found necessary to bring the saturation 
of co1ours subjectively into the right area and this would have 
serious imp I ications on the effect of interfering signals, cross
colour, and service area. With a camera designed in accord
ance with the Netherlands proposal, the corresponding in
crease in chrominance signal level is about 40 per cent. 
Moreover, the shift of white point required to make skin tones 
relatively acceptable renders many other colours noticeably 
incorrect. 

Any attempt to adopt chromaticity coefficients for the 
camera which were notclosetopractical, realisable phosphors 
would in any case cause great difficulty to the television broad
caster. Even if the empirical readjustment of colour balance 
and saturation could be tolerated and achieved in a retro
spective operation concerning the 1 ·5 million receivers already 
installed in Europe, such a procedure would be quite intoler
able in broadcasting control rooms. A standard and objective 
method of setting up monitors and cameras is essential and 
it would be necessary either to have control room monitors 
with phosphors to match the chosen characteristics for the 
camera or alternatively it would be necessary to fit each 
monitor with a matrix. An operation upon the gamma~cor
rected signals can only give approximate correction and a 
rigorous treatment '-"Ould require three li ncarisi ng circuits for 
the decoded colour separation signals, followed by a linear 
matrix and three gamma-correcting circuits. The likelihood 
of such an arrangement proving economical or satisfactory 
seems very remote. 

At the same time, however, the Working Party were anxious 
not to overlook the fact that a set of phosphors giving a larger 
gamut of reproduced colours than those in current production, 
and also having good efficiency, might one day be devised. 

6 Possible Courses of Action 

It might be argued that the present situation in Europe is 
relatively satisfactory and that no action is necessary. The 
spread of chromaticities in receivers at present being offered 
to the public appears to be sufficiently small to give no serious 
degradation of the pictures transmitted from a typical modern 
television camera. Any new receiver appearing on the market 
would be judged by its perforrna11ce when used in connection 
with existing broadcasts and any new camera would likewise 
by judged by its performance when used in connection with 
existing receivers. Existing specifications of standard chroma
ticity co-ordinates would remain notional and ofno practical 
significance. 

The excellence of the PAL system in giving freedom from 
colour errors arising in the transmission path relieves the 



viewer of any need Lo make adjustments to colour balam:e or 
hue on changing from one station to another. 1t is therefore 
very desirable that a1/ broadcasting networks which may be 
received by any particular receiver should have uniform 
chromaticity characteristics in their output signals. This 
means that the networks should use identical colour monitors 
for balancing their transmissions and have totally objective 
methods of lining up both the monitor and the camera. 
Furthermore, all cameras must have their analysis character~ 
istics and matrix coefficients based upon a recognised set of 
reproduction primaries. Hence it is very desirable to have a 
meaningful and rigorously observed standard of transmission 
from the point of view of colorimetry in any country where 
there is more than one network. The same argument could be 
extended to a11 countries taking part in the Eurovision net
work. 

If it is decided that some action should be taken, then the 
possible courses are as follows: 
(1) The UK proposal, as adopted in PAL System 1, to base 

the colorimetric design of the camera upon chromaticities 
near to those of existing receivers, or alternatively, 

(2) To adopt chromaticity co-ordinates for the camera design 
which are not related to existing receivers but describe a 
set of phosphors not yet invented which would be more 
satisfactory from the point of view of colour gamut and 
efficiency than those existing. 

The advantages of Course (1) are: 
(a) that it gives the best possible picture on all existing 

receivers 
(b) that practical standard colour monitors can be used in 

broadcasting control rooms to assist in ensuring a stan
dard output from a11 networks 

(c) that jt fa SLJbstantia1Jy jn line with existing practice and 
therefore requires no expensive re-equipment. 

The disadvantage of Course (1) is that in the event of a new 
set of phosphors being invented which gave a greater gamut 
than those for which the camera is designed, incompJete 
advantage could be taken of this improvement. The implica
tions of this are dealt with in Part II. 

The advantage of Course (2) is that any new set of phos
phors invented might be closer to the chosen chromaticities 
than those adopted under Course (1) and the door is not 
closed to this improvement. The disadvantages of Course (2) 
are: 
(a) that h will not be possible to obtain practical control 

room monitors having phosphors to match the chromati
city coordinates chosen for the camera design 

(b) that the picture quaJity on all existing receivers \\'ill be 
degraded even though steps are taken to readjust the re
ceivers for colour balance and saturation 

(c) the ability to have objective setting-up methods has been 
Jost 

(d) the precise direction and magnitude of any improvement 
of phosphors is not predictable and hence the new values 
chosen for the chromaticity co-ordinates can only be 
guesswork. 

7 Conclusions 
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of UK CCIR Study Group 11, Sub-group 1 lA. concluded 
that: 
(1) Jt was desirable to revise* the sp«;ification for thechroma

ticity co-ordinates of PAL System I colour television to 
ensure uniformity between networks 

(2) the existence of a very large number of colour receivers 
having substantially similar chromaticity characteristics 
weighed heavily in favour of choosing co-ordinates to give 
the best possible picture on these receivers 

(3) there was no indication of any receiver becoming available 
which had reproduction primaries substantially different 
from those of existing receivers. Jt was noted that any 
receiver having very different colorimetric characteristics 
would inevitably be incompatible with those existing and 
the broadcaster could do no more than choose one set of 
chromaticities for his transmission 

(4) it is important that broadcasters should have uniform 
co]our monitors which were a good match for the chro
maticity characteristics chosen for the camera, hence the 
necessity of choosing camera characteristics which are 
related to practical monitors 

(5) the choice of chromaticities for a camera not related to 
existing receivers or monitors must inevitably result in 
down-grading the picture quality obtained by existing 
receivers 

(6) the likelihood of being ab]e to estimate accurately chro
maticity co-ordinates of a new set of phosphors yet to be 
invented is very small and the advantage of the immediate 
adoption of any estimated value in advance of their realisa
tion is minimal 

(7) in the event of a new set of phosphors being invented 
which were substantially better than those in existing 
receivers it wou]d then be possible to reconsider the 
specification of cameras and at an agreed date change to 
the new specification. In this way Course (2) wou]d then 
be implemented without, in the meantime, degrading the 
performance of aJJ existing re.ceivers but with the advan
tage of knowing precisely what chromaticity co-ordinates 
should be adopted to match the new phosphors. 

8 Constitution of the Working Party 

The members of the Working Party set up by Sub-group 1 I A 
of UK National CCIR Study Group 11 were: 

Mr B, R. Rogers BREM A 
(Rank-Bush-Murphy) 

Dr G. B. Townsend TTCA (Thames Television) 
Mr M, S. Tooms lTA 
MrCB.B.Wood,Chairman BBC 

In addition, Mr W. N. Sproson, BBC ResearchDepartmenr, 
was co-opted to give advice on the theoretical aspects of 
colorimetry. Messrs W. W. Wright and G. C. Playford of 
Thorn Colour Tubes Limited collaborated in experiments, 
measurements, and the supply of experimental prototype 
tubes, while Messrs T. Jacobs and A. Ciuciura of Mul1ard 
Limited, Mr C. W. Thierfelder of RCA Corporation and 
many others were consulted. 

In making its original recommendations, the Working Party * This resulted in the phosphor specifica11on given in Reference 4. 
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9 Introduction to Part II 

The ideal spectral responses of the red, green, and blue chan
nels of a 3-tube colour camera* are primarily determined 
by the chrornaticities of the display phosphors and each 
channel (Fig. 3) characteristic has a major positive response 
and two subsidiary regions. For the green channel the sub• 
sidiary regions are both negative, for the red channel there is a 
substantial negative region (peak at about 510 to 520nm) 
and a small positive region in the blue part of the spectrum, 
and the blue channel has a subsidiary negative region in the 
green and a very small (usually negligible in practical terms) 
region in the red which may be positive or negative. 

The ideal analysis characteristics enable objectively accu• 
rate colour reproduction to be achieved for all physically• 
realisable colours, i.e. all colours having chromaticity co• 
ordinates within the colour triangle defined by the phosphor 
primaries; the objectively.accurate colour reproduction is a 
metameric match (not a spectral power match) but this 
feature is common to al1 modern colour reproduction pro• 
cesses. 

The ability to phase invert electrical signals and hence to 
produce negative lobes in the spectral sensitivity curves of a 
colour camera was realised at ]east twenty years ago but it 
was not until the invention of the plumbicon camera tube 
that it became practicable to apply this idea. The two most 

* The case of a 4•tube camera is in some ways similar to that of a 
3•tube camera but there are additional complications: the colour· 
ing channels closely resemble the RGB channels of the 3·tube 
camera but the choice of I, m, n coefficients to form the unity• 
gamma low.bandwidth luminance signal is a function of the dis• 
play phosphor characteristics. lt has been thought better ro re• 
strict this paper to a consideration of a 3·tube camera because it 
is mo ref undamental in terms of basic colorimetric considerations. 
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important features of the plumbicon tube for this purpose 
were: 
(1) a signal•to•noise ratio, using a well-designed head ampli• 

fier, well in excess of minimum requirements (i.e. in excess 
of 40dB) 

(2) a linear transfer characteristic. 
Prior to the advent of the p]umbicon tube, it was usual to 

use spectral sensitivity characteristics which were an approxi• 
mation to the major positive lobes of the ideal curves. The 
absence of negative lobes was partially compensated by 
making the analysis curves slightly narrower so that the over• 
laps between the curves were rather less but the crossover 
wavelengths (at which the green and red channels have the 
same sensitivity, on the one hand, and the blue and green 
channels have the same sensitivity, on the other hand) were 
kept constant. Tf only the major positive lobes are used, a 
change in the chromaticities of the display phosphors has 
relatively little effect on the optimum colorimetric analysis 
and no special attention to the camera analysis is needed if the 
display phosphors are changed. 

Within the past three or four years it has become usual to 
apply a 3 x 3 matrix to the RGB linear output of the 3-tube 
colour camera• and in this way better colour pictures have 
been produced because the analysis is a much better approxi
mation to the ideal than was previously possible. This im• 
provement in colour quality is achieved with two conse• 
quences: 
(a) a slight Joss of signal•to•noise ratio in the displayed 

pictures because noise power is added when signals are 
subtracted 

(b) the need to adhere fairly closely to the phosphor chroma
ticities for \\.·hich the 3 x 3 matrix was computed. 

lr this second feature is ignored and the colour display is 
not the intended one, the matrix may impair the pictures and 
produce a co1orimetrical1y Jess pleasing picture than if no 
matrix were used. The reason for this is that a change of 
phosphor primaries has a considerable effect on the shapes 
and positions of the subsidiary lobes (negative and positive) 
although, as noted above, relatively little effect on the shapes 
of the main lobes. This matter will be dealt with quantitatively 
in the following sections. 

10 Ideal Colour Analysis 

The ideal colour analysis characteristics are derived from: 
(1) The chromaticity co•ordinates of the R, G, and B display 

primaries. 
(2) The chosen white point, e.g. D 65 
together with fundamental data about the colour matching 
characteristics of the average human eye (1931 Cl£ standard 
observer). For the NTSC primaries4 the quantitative relation 
is expressed most conveniently by the matrix equation: 

• Linear matrices have also been applied to the colouring channels 
of a 4·tube camera but this is not discussed for the reasom already 
stated in the footnote on the left of this page. 
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Fig. 3 Ideal analysis for two sets of display primary colours 
---- NTSC set of primaries 
- - - - System I set of primaries 
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This equation gives values of RGB outputs (in linear signal 
condition) necessary to match (using a hypothetical unity
gamma tube) any colour whose XYZ tristirnulus values are 
known. If the XYZ values are made to take the values appro
priate to spectrum co]ours of wavelength 380 to 770nm at 
(say) intervals of 10nm, the ideal analysis curves are obtained. 
Fig. 3 shows the result of this computation and includes the 
effect of the incident illuminant (D65) thus making the three 
<.:urves of equal area.* 

No practical camera has been given exactly these sensitivity 
curves because more than three sensors would be required 
(nine for perfect agreement, apart from an XYZ analysis) but 
a reasonable approximation to this set of curves can be 
achieved with a practical 3-tube camera and a suitably com
puted 3 x 3 matrix (see Section 11). 

* lf the camera sensitivities to equi-energy illuminant are plotted 
the areas are not equal but in th~ ratio 1 ·126:0·955 :0·915. Multi
plication by D 6J makes the ratio 1 :1: I. 

A camera designed to match the System I display primaries 4 

has ideal analysis curves given by rnatrjx equation (2): 

-0-47u 
0042 
1·068 [~z] .... (2) 

The result of substituting the XYZ values of the spectrum 
colours and additionally including the spectrum of the illumi
nant (D 65) is also shown in Fig. 3 (dashed lines). This shows 
that the subsidiary lobes of the two sets of curves (NTSC and 
System I) are appreciably different and the most imponant 
parameters have been summarised in Table 6 (page 28). 

11 Colour Analysis of a Practical Camera 

The limitation of three tubes (or three colouring tubes in a 
4-tube camera) implies that, at best, a good approximation to 
the ideal curves is the most that can be achieved in a practical 
camera using a 3 x 3 matrix. Fig. 4shows the extent to which 
a real camera can approximate to the ideal analysis for a 
camera designed to match the NTSC primaries. The negative 
lobe of the green channel response in the blue part of the 
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Fig. 4 Effective analysis of a camera designed for NTSC 
Ideal analysis for NTSC primaries is also shown 

TABLE 6 

Comparison of Ideal Analysis for Two Sets of Phosphors 

I Wavelengths 
Positive Crossovers Principal Negative Sensitivities of peaks 

' 

I i )\BG 

I 
)\GR )\BG of neg. red )\ of neg. blue AB ofneg.green 

G 
)\R 'G 

I 
)\B 

' 

Ampli- Ampli- Ampli- Ampli- Ampli-
nm nm nm nm 111de nm tude 

NTSC 603 534 452 492 0·042 572 0·095 

System I 604 
i 

535 452 492 0043 570 0·092 

spectrum and the negative Jobe of the blue channel in the 
green are both fairly good approximations to the ideal. The 
Jcast satisfactory feature is the negative green part of the red 
channe] response which occurs at the wrong wavelength (peak 
at 530nm instead of 512nm) and is given a low amplitude 
because of the wavelength mismatch. The wavelength mis
match is inevitable because this negative lobe is achieved by 
phase inverting and attenuating the output from the green 
channe] (peak 535nm). In spite of these deficiencies the 
colorimetric performance of this camera is computed* to be 

• Since monitors with NTSC phosphors no longer exist, computa
tion is the only means of assessing this camera and monitor 
combination. 
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nm tude nm tude nm tude I 

512 -0·032 550 -0·090 444 -0·034 

520 -0·084 550 -0·190 443 -0·024 

very good when feeding a monitor with NTSC phosphor 
primaries. 

The analysis characteristics of a 3-tube camera with a 
matrix computed to suit System I phosphors are shown in 
Fig. 5 together with the ideal characteristics. Again there is a 
lack of precise matching of the subsidiary Jobes. The negative 
lobe of the red channel has increased (ref. the NTSC camera) 
and is perhaps more closely followed but the small positive 
Jobe (in the blue region) is given a slight negative value by the 
computer optimisation programme used to determine the 
coefficients of the 3 x 3 matrix. 'l The negative lobe of the blue 
channe] is closely followed. The negative lobes of the green 
channel are very imperfectly followed in that the short wave-
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Fig, 5 Effective analysis of a camera designed for System I 
)deal analysis for System J primaries is .c1lso shown 

length one is given less than half the correct amplitude (with 
some wavelength mismatch) and no attempt is made to follow 
the negative lobe with a peak wave]ength of 630nm. Despite 
these jn,perfections, the computed and observed colorimetric 
performance of this camera with a monitor having the System 
I display phosphors is fairly good. For the standard twenty
six test colours 7 which have now been used for many colori
metric studies the average chrornaticity error is 3-1 j.n.d. and 
the luminance error 1-8 j.n.d. The corresponding figures for 
the NTSC phosphor display used with the 'NTSC camera' is 
2·9 j.n.d.s chromaticity error and 1-9 luminance error. The 
slightly lower figure for the chromaticity error is due to the 
larger gamut of colours given by the NTSC phosphors. Within 
the area on the chromaticity diagram common to both sets of 
phosphors the reproductions are identical. 

The derivation of analysis characteristics, the computation 
of the optimum 3 x 3 matrh and the computation of colour 
and luminance errors discussed so far have assumed an over
all transfer characteristic (from scene to display monitor) of 
unity gamma. Jt is normal practice to use a gamma-correction 
law in the camera of index 0·45 and the display monitor has a 
typical gamma of index 2·8. This gives an overall gamma of 
I -26. The effect of this departure from unity gamma will be 
considered in Section 13. 

12 Effects of Mismatch between Camera and 
Display Monitor (y ~ 1) 

12.1 Camera Designed for PAL System I: Display on 
Three Different Sets of Phosphors (y - 1) 

There is a constant search for improved and better phosphors, 
usually with a view to producing a brighter picture and it has 
to be acknowledged that in terms of presently available dis
play tubes there are some variations of chrornaticity co
ordinates. These have been classified ln Part I into (i) System I 
phosphors; (ii) 1969-70 current phosphors; (iii) 1970-71 
complementary shift phosphors. 

The chromaticity co-ordinates of these three sets of phos
phors are given in Table 7 and plotted o□ the 1960 CIE-UCS 
diagram in Fig. 6. 

The effect or using a camera designed for PAL System I 
with the above three sets of phosphors has been computed for 
the twenty-six test colours and two of the groups into which 
these colours may be classified; the results are summarised in 
Table 8. 

Although Table 8 shows less errors for skin tones than for 
the other groups of colours, it was shown in Section 4 (Part D 
that observers are much more sensitive to changes in skin 
tones and for this reason, five of the skin tones have been 
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original chromaticity 
x System l display 
D 1969-70 current phosphor display 
o 1970-1 complementary shift phosphor display 
Numbers in brackets are relative lum1nances 
Overall gamma= 1 



TABLE 7 

Red Green Blue 

X y X y X y 
i 

System I 0·64 0 33 0·29 0·60 0·15 006 

1969-70 i 

current 0·632 0·339 0·307 0·597 0·152 0064 
phosphors 

1970-lcomple-' 
mentary shift 0·627 0·341 0·325 0 590 0· 150 0·060 
phosphors 

u y u V u y 

System l OA51 0·349 'OD\ 0·374 0·175 0·105 

1969-70 
current 0436 0·350 0·129 O.J75 0·176 0·111 
phosphors 

1970-1 comple-
mentary shift 0·430 0·350 0·138 0·375 0·175 0·105 
phosphors 

I 

TABLE 8 
Computed Performance of PAL System I Camera with Three 

Different Sets of Phosphors 

1969--70 1969-70 
System I Current Comp/emcnrary 

Phosphurs Shif1 Phos{Jlwrs -i-- -·--
C hro- Lumin- Chro- . I Lumin- Chro- Lurnin-

ma1icify 011ce mmici1y once mo1ic1/.)" amr 
errur, errors ~rrors error; errur:, ar()rs 
j.n.d. ' J n d. J.11.d. J.n.d. j.n.d. j.11.d. 

All Colours J. 1 J.8 4·1 p H 09 

Skin Tones M 0·5 I ·6 0·3 n 02 

Saturated 

I Colours 6·3 H 8·0 J.7 9·2 n 
' ----

plotted on the 1960 CrE-UCS chromaticity diagram (Fig. 7). 
The magnitude of the chromaticity j.n.d. chosen in this 

paper and other BBC Research Department Reports dealing 
with colorimetry is shown graphically in Fig. 7 and has a 
magnitude of 0·00384 units on the 1960 CTE-UCS dia
gram. This is intended to represent ajustnoticeable difference 
under the viewing conditions which generally apply to colour 
television where judgements are often made on a memory or 
plausibility basis. Under the best laboratory conditions* much 
smaller colour differences can be perceived and the magnitude 
of th.e minimum perceptible colour difference (m.p.c.d.) is 
about 0·0004 which is also shown in Fig. 7. The larger unit 
(j.n.d.) is thought to be more realistic for most colour tele
vision judgements, but it is realised that circumstances can 
arise where the j.n.d. is rather large and should not be too 
literally interpreted as a just noticeable difference. The size of 

'I< And also conditions applying in matching textiles, spraying of 
large panels in the car industry, and several other practical con
ditions. 
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the luminance j.n.d. is based on a 2 per cent difference in 
]um inance bem·een adjacent identical colours (or neutrals). 
This is approximately correct at the higher end of the lumin
ance range but is too small a unit for dark greys and near 
blacks. As pointed out in Section 12.2, luminancej.n.d.s do 
not play any very significant role in the present study. 

The direction of the colour shifts shown in Fig. 7 are similar 
for all skin tones, i.e. in the green to blue-green direction as 
one proceeds, from the original colour, to that rendered by 
the System T phosphors, to the 1969-70 current phosphors 
and finaJfy to the 1970-I complemenrary shift phosphors. Tn 
most cases the magnitude of the shift is sufficiently small to 
be scarcely noticeable (although the direction of shift would 
not be acceptable if th.e magnitudes were greater). The sh.ifts 
in the saturated colours are greater but Table 3 in Part I 
shows that they cause less impairment to the observer. 

12.2 Cameras Designed for NTSC, Netherlands, and 
System I Phosphors viewed on the 1969-70 
Current Phosphors (y ~ 1) 

There has been some reluctance on the part of administra
tions to alter the specifications of the phosphor chromaticities 
from the original specification. The PAL System I phosphor 
chromaticities' are very close to those at present in use and 
those contemplated for use in the next year or two (Fig. 6). 
Nevertheless, no one can be absolutely certain in which direc
tion the chromaticities of new phosphors might move and 
some engineers might hope for a return to phosphors with 
chromaticities close to those of the original NTSC specifica
tion. As a possible compromise, there has been a Nt:lherlands 
proposal 6 for chromaticities mid-way between those of the 
original NTSC phosphors and the current phosphors. 

Jt is pertinent to enquire what would be the effect, on 
present receivers, of transmissions which are optimised for the 
NTSC and Netherlands set of phosphors. The introduction 
(Section 9) suggested in the final paragraph that a mismatch 
was very undesirable but did not give quantitative results. lt 
is the purpose of this Section to present quantitative results 
and these show that the effects are far from trivial. Table 9 
summarises the results for the twenty-six test colours, sub
grouped as in Tab]e 8. 

TABLE 9 
Pictures from Three Cameras Displayed on 1969-70 Current 

Phosphors 

I Sys/em I I J\}f'lhcr/ands JVTSC 
-------

- ' Chro- L11mi'n-1 Cflrn- L1J1nirz- Cflm- Lumm-
m11l!l'ily ance malicuy ancc manc11v ancc 
errors errm·s crroo errors error:, errors 
j.n.d. J.n.rl. 1.11.d j.n.d. J.n.d. j.n.d. 

---- - .·- ---

All Colours 4·1 p j.8 H 6·7 J.6 

Skin Tones H 0·3 3·0 0·3 H 03 

Saturated 
Colours 8·0 3·7 10 6 34 12·0 J 0 

I 

At first sight it might appear that little harm has been done. 
For all cofours the average colour error has increased from 
4· l for the System l camera to 6-7 j.n.d. for the NTSC camera 
(with the Netherlands proposal giving 5·8 j.n.d.). The most 
critical group, as previously mentioned, comprises the skin 
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Fig. 8 Reproductions off1ve skin tones {test colours 17. 18, 19, 20. and 24) as displayed on current 1969-70 phosphors 

• original chromaticity 
D reproduction with camera designed for System I 
V reproduction with camera designed for Netherlands 

proposal 
I::. reproduction with camera designed for NTSC 
Overall gamma = 1 

tones and here there is an increase from 1-6 j.n.d. for the 
camera designed to suit System I to 3·8 j.n.d. for the NTSC 
camera (with the Netherlands proposal giving 3·0j.n.d.). The 
direction of the changes (Fig. 8) is again in the green/blue
green direction, which is less acceptable than a change in the 
direction of red, and whereas the changes shown in Fig. 7 are 
sufficiently small not to matter unduly, those shown in Fig. 8 
are too large to be ignored. 

For saturated colours the increase from 8·0 j.n.d. (System I 
camera) to 12·0j.n.d. (NTSCcamera) is probably less trouble
some because the correct colour relationships between the 
colours are maintained although the abso1ute accuracy leaves 
something to be desired. 

LittJe mention has been made of the luminance errors so 
far. These seem to be fairly small, particularly for skin tones, 
and more to the point, do not change appreciably with a 
change of camera design. 

The results presented in this sub-section and the previous 
one (i.e. Sections 12.1 and 12.2) are probably of more sig
nificance for the theory of coJour rendering in colour tele
vision than for its practice because of the assumption of an 
overall linear transfer characteristic (y = 1). The effect of an 
overall transfer characteristic of index 1 ·26 wi11 be given in 
Section 13 and the results of the subjective tests described in 
Part Twill be repeated for comparison. 
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13 Effects of Mismatch between Camera and 
Display Monitor (y ~ 1 -26) 

13.1 Camera Designed for PAL System I: Display on 
Three Sets of Phosphors 

Experimental evidence has been given in Section 4 (Part I) 
that the effects of mismatch are much more noticeable when 
the subject-matter includes skin tone as a reasonably large 
proportion of the total field. For this reason and in the 
interests of simplifying the presentation, Section 13 will be 
restricted to consideration of five typlcal skin tones. 

As in Section 12.1 a 3-tube camera designed for System I 
phosphors has been assumed and the reproduction on three 
monitors using different sets of phosphors have been com
puted. Fig. 9 shows the chromaticities of the reproductions 
when the overa11 gamma has an index of l ·26. A difficu1ty of 
interpretation or errors has to be considered. The reproduced 
chromaticities are now of higher chroma (saturation) than the 
originals, together with slight hue shifts. This enhancement 
of chroma appears to be acceptable to most viewers and in 
fact Tab]e 3 (Part I) shows that the reproduction of skin tones 
using 1968 rare earth phosphors (which correspond closely to 
PAL System I) achieved a very high grading. The five skin 
tones used in the calculation were not identical with the 
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Fig. 9 Reproductions of five skin tones (test colours 17, 18, 19. 20. and 24) using camera designed for System l 

• original chromaticity 
x System 1 display 
D 1969-70 current phosphor display 
o 1970-1 complementary shift phosphor display 
Overall gamma= 1 · 26 

models actually used in the test but are believed to be typical 
of different types or Caucasian skin tone. Table JO gives the 
average calculated colorimetric shifts in j.n.d. units together 
with the average gradings given in the experimental trial. 

TABLE ]O 

PAL System I Camera. Overall y ~ 1 ·26 
Computed colour drfferences from System J display "'hen 
using other phosphors and subjective gradings of different 

phosphors 

I Computed Colour EBUScalel 
Phosphors 

Difference from 
Gradings 

System l Display 
(Skin Tones) 

j.n.d. 

1968 rare earth (PAL 
System J) 0 J.2 

1969-70 Current 0·7 2·1 

1970-1 Complementary 
Shift M 3·0 

It will be observed that a change or 0-9 in EBU grading 
corresponds to 0-7 j.n.d, On this basis a change or I EBU 

grade corresponds to about 0·8 j.n.d.* The 1970-1 comple
mentary shirt phosphor produced a chromaticity shift (from 
the System I phosphor) of 1 ·5 j.n.d. and a change in EBU 
grading of 1-8 grades. Apart from giving some information 
as to the relevance of thej. n.d. scale, the subjective experiment 
is important in its implications, viz. that under the condition 
of a camera designed for System l, the reproduction on present
day phosphors is 'good' and that on the 1970-1 comple
mentary shift phosphors is 'fairly good' for the most critical 
subject-matter and under conditions where a simultaneous 
comparison is made. 

It wiJl be noticed that, in the above discussion, the reference 
picture has been taken to be the one given by System J phos
phors and not the original. This corresponds to the practical 
situation where the precise co]ouring and complexion of the 
subject is nearly always unknown: what is asked for is the 
appearance of reality, pleasantness, and plausibi Ii ty of picture. 
On these grounds it might be thought that re]atively large 
errors could be tolerated, but this is not found to be true of 
skin tones even though the preferred reproduction may not 
be an exact match to the original. 

• This is a specific example of the general point made in Section 
12.1 that thej.n.d. unit used in this paper is a relatively large one. 
Clearly the EBU quality scale gives a finer grading on skin 
tones. 
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13.2 Cameras Designed for NTSC. Netherlands 
Proposal. and System I with Display on 
1969-70 Current Phosphors {y c, 1 ·26) 

Following Section 12.2 the reproductions of the five chosen 
skin tones have been evaluated when viewed by cameras 
adjusted to suit NTSC, Netherlands proposal, and System T 
phosphors and replayed on one monitor, namely that using 
1969-70 current phosphors. The overall gamma is in excess 
of unity (1 ·26) and typical of modern television practice. 
Fig. 10 shows the computed chromaticities. 

The System l camera gives a result \>,,'hich is slightly over
saturated and with a hue shift (reference the original) in the 
yellow direction. These chromaticities are identical with the 
corresponding points of Fig. 9. Reference to Section J 3.1 
shows that, on average, this reproduction is 0·7 j.u.d. from 
the System I reproduction. This is a new starting-point for the 
second set of subjective trials, although it is now graded (on 
the EBU quality scale) on its merits with no implication 
that it ought to be regarded as grade 1; in fact it was graded at 
1 ·9 (see Table 11 ). Fig. 10 shows that appreciably greater shifts 
of chromaticity are now involved, although the direction is 
very similar to that applying in Fig. 9. The average magnitude 
is given in Table 11 together with the subjective gradings from 
Table 5 (Part I). 

0340~--~-
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TABLE 11 
Cameras designed for NTSC, Netherlands proposal, and 
System 1 phosphors with display on 1969-70 current phos

phors (y ~ l ·26) 
Computed colour differences relative to System I cameras 
with System J phosphors, and subjective gradings for each 

combination 

Camera Designed for 

System l 

Netherlands Proposal 

NTSC 

I 

Computed Colour 
Difference nf 

Sysrem I Display 
j.n.d. 

S11hjective 
Assessment 
£BU Sea/el 
(Skin Tones) 

Whereas the changes of chromaticity produced by the 
different phosphors (Section 13.1) were such that the worst 
grading was 'fairly good', the situation with a change to an 
'NTSC camera' gives a grading of 4·6 (this is between 
·rather poor' and 'poor') and produces a change of 3·65 
j.n.d.s in an unfavourable direction, i.e. green to blue-green. 
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Fig. 10 Reproductions of five skin tones (test colours 17. 18, 19. 20. and 24) as displayed on current 1969-70 phosphors 

• original chromaticity 
D reproduction with camera designed for System 1 
7 reproduction with camera designed for Netherlands 

proposal 
/;. reproduction with camera designed for NTSC 
Overall gamma= 1 · 26 



The Netherlands proposal is only slightly better on subjective 
grading, viz. 4·3: the computed colour error is 2·55 j.n.d. 
There is evidence of a non-linear relationship between 
objective chromaticity errors and subjective assessment, but 
this is clearly to be expected for the more gross chromaticity 
distortions. The relationship (using the camera designed for 
System I with the display on System J as the reference point) 
is shown in Fig. 11 and it would seem that a linear relationship 
applies up to about 2-5 j.n.d.s of computed colour difference; 
for greater chromaticity errors the relationship :flattens out 
but this is in a region where the subjective gradings are in the 
'rather poor' to 'poor' classes between grades 4 and 5. 

How bad the picture may be permitted to become is per
haps a matter for debate, but unless one is prepared to accept 
inferior standards of performance, the use of a camera de
signed either for NTSC phosphors or the Netherlands pro
posal is unacceptable with display tubes containing current 
phosphors. 

14 Conclusions 

Chromaticity errors ha1r·e been evaluated both for a hypo
thetical system of unity gamma and for a practical system 
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with a gamma of 1 26. Tn the latter case it has been shown that 
there is good correlation between the practical tests using the 
EBU quality scale and the average chrornaticity shift com
puted for five skin tones. Tt would appear that whereas the 
changes observed (and calculated) for a range of phosphors 
covering System I, 1969-70 current phosphors and 1970-1 
complementary-shift phosphors is within reasonable bounds 
even under critical test conditions and with critical subject
matter, a change of camera analysis to suit the original NTSC 
phosphors produces unacceptable rendition of skin tones on 
present-day phosphors. The Netherlands proposal to choose 
chromaticities mid-way between NTSC phosphors and those 
of present-day tubes does not substantially alter the subjective 
grading of the picture and is still unacceptable. 
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16 Appendix 

The possibility was mentioned in Section 5 of Part I that the 
errors produced by mismatch of the camera and the display 
phosphor could be substantially overcome by increasing the 
chroma gain. A theoretical investigation of this for test colour 
No. 19 (which has chromaticity shifts very dose to the mean 
for the five selected skin colours) has been undertaken and the 
result for an overall gamma of l ·26 is shown in Fig. 12. The 
chromaticity shift with reference to the System l display can 
clearly be altered by increasing the chroma gain but the error 
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is never very small (minimum of I ·5 j.n.d.) and at this mini
mum point the hue error is in the green direction. Tf the 
chroma is further increased by 45 per cent as determined in 
the practical trial mentioned in Partl the hue error is probably 
less objectionable but the saturation has now appreciably 
exceeded that which is usually helpful in giving a more 
pleasant, 'larger-than-life' appearance. A further possibility 
is a change of relative RGB gains in the receiver (although 
few, if any, domestic receivers permit such an adjustment) to 
correct the skin colour at the expense of the white-point 
balance. If this is applied to the picture with 45 per cent 
excess chroma gain, the effect on the white point is consider
able (4 2 j.n.d.s in the blue direction) and it is thought that 
this shift of white point would affect the subjective appearance 
of all colours. 

This theoretical study confirms the practical test <with the 
'NTSC camera': additionally it should be pointed out that 
these adjustments represent severe departures from an ob
jective line-up procedure. 



Short Items 

New Automatic Monitor for Television 
Transmitters 
UDC 621.396.712 625.396.664 

The system of standby operat ion of unattended u.h.f. tele
vision transmitters, in which the standby condition is ob
tained by applying both sound and vision signals to a common 
power amplifier, has been described in the article on page 4 
of this issue. Designs Department have developed automatic 
monitoring equipment which is suitable for installation with 
this system, since it satisfies two operational requirements: 
(I) To monitor transmission performance to enable alarms 

to be given when preset deviations from the ideal per
formance are detected, and to take appropriate executive 
action when necessary, and 

(2) to facilitate routine measurements of transmission per
formance. 

The equipment comprises a measuring unit, MN2M/513, 
and a control unit MN2M/5 I 8. The function of the measuring 
unit is to produce outputs in the form of analogue voltages 
corresponding to the magnitude of certain parameters of the 
insertion test signal on the input wave-form, e.g. bar ampli
tude and pulse amplitude. These voltages can be displayed o n 
a digital voltmeter and are an aid during circuit alignment. 

In the control panel each analogue voltage is applied to a 
limi t device which provides for two 'Caution' (i.e. high and 
low) and two 'Urgent' limits which can be individually pre
set. The outputs from the limit devices can be grouped to give 
a common alarm when any of the measured characteristics 
are outside tolerance. 

A switching module within the control unit enables the 
monitor to make measurements at more than one point in a 
system. 1t is possible, therefore, to measure the quality of the 
transmitter output, and should this fall outside tolerance, to 
examine the quality of the signal on main and reserve inputs 
to the transmitter. As a result of these sequential measure
ments control signals can cause the transmitter input to be 
switched from main to reserve video feed or for the trans
mitter to be switched to reserve condition, or both, if this 
should prove necessary. 

When the reserve video feed is in use, the monitor will 
sequence every four minutes and will change back to the main 
video feed as soon as this is found to be satisfactory. 

The measuring unit and control unit each occupy panels 
measuring 5{ in. by 19 in. 

Joystick Control Unit for TARIF* 
U DC 778.534.2 621.397.132 

The Joystick Control Unit, UN3/530, is intended for use in 

controlling TARIF equipment, EPl /503. Two joysticks are 
required, for gamma and gain adjustment respectively, and a 
control unit, UN 1/627, is required to link these units to the 
TARIF equipment and to provide power and auxi liary 
switching routes. 

ln general, the unit can be used wherever single-handed 
differential control of three interrelated voltages is required. 
Typically these would be the red, green, and blue colour
separation voltages from cameras or telecine machines. The 
control-knob on the joystick also rotates to give a further 
' Master' operation. 

The unit comprises six photocells arranged at 60° intervals 
round the inside wall of a box. Opposite cells are connected 
in series to give a bridge configuration, and the cells are illu
minated by a small lamp mounted on the operating arm within 
the box. Compensation for the different cell-sensitivities can 
be made by moving the cell holders vertically on the wall of 
the box. A concentric spindle permits the knurled control
knob to operate the 'Master' control which is also mounted 
inside the box. 
* Television Apparatus for Rectifying Inferior Film. 
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Valves Sought by the Engineering Museum 

The transfer of exhibits for the BBC Engineering Museum 
from Wood Norton to Bristo] is now complete and the various 
pieces of equipment are being sorted and documented. 

As might be expected much or the apparatus originally 
incorporati□g valves is now without these and it is desired to 
fit them in position before placing the units on show. 

The types most urgently required are: Marconi DEV and 
DEQ, these valves were sausage-shaped, roughly cylindrical, 
and had contacts at the top, bottom, and sides; LS/5 andMul
lard types 737G, 767G, PM.256, PM.2DT, and PM.2NM. 

The valves in question do not need to be usable, they 
mereJy have to be mechanica1ly sound. Should anyone have 
any examples of these early types, or know where any exist, 
will they please contact Mr P. E. F. A. West at: Broadcasting 
House, Whiteladies Road, BristolBS8 2LR. 

Automatic Modification of Receiving 
Aerial Polar Diagrams 
UDC 621.396.67.01 2.12 

Research Department has carried out a feasibility study of an 
adaptive receiving system for use at u.h.f. television relay 
stations that receive their programme feed by picking up a 
main transmitter. This adaptive system operates by con
tinuously monitoring the signal-to-interference ratio of the 
received signal and automatically adjusting for best results 
the way in which the aerials of an array are combined. By this 
means the horizontal radiation pattern of the receiving aerial 
array is made to have minima on the bearings from which 
interference is being received. 

At the remoter sites at which interference to the rebroad
cast link (RBL) is likely to be troublesome, a system of this 
type could offer several advantages over the use of a conven
tiona] fixed receiving aerial array. It compensates automatic
ally for changes in h.r.p. arising from changes in the aerial or 
feeder characteristics such as might be caused by temperature 
variation or wind damage. It can also take account of sources 
of interference that were not envisaged when the receiving 
aerial \\'as designed, or which might arise under exceptional 
propagation conditions. 

The results obtained from the ex.perimental equipment in 
Research Department have yet to be fully evaluated. How
ever, there is every indication lhat such a system may well be 
technically satisfactory and economically viable at some sites 
where the level of interference would be too great for a con
ventional RBL installation. A brief description of the system 
was contributed to the International Broadcasting Conven
tion 1970 (TEE Conference Publication No. 69, p. 64). 

Receiving Aerials for 
Satellite Broadcasting 
UDC 396.677.31 621.396.946 

Preliminary studies are being made by interested countries 
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and international bodies, such as the C.C.l.R. and E.B.U. 
on the possible systems of television broadcasting from satel
lites. The more immediate application of this type of broad
casting may be to developing countries where large areas with 
scattered population have to be served. Nevertheless, because 
of continued pressure on available frequency bands, satellite 
broadcasting is likely to come also to developed areas as it 
would provide the best means of exploiting the centimetric 
band (11 ·7 to 12·7GHz) at present allocated to broadcasting 
and links on a shared basis. 

Research Department has contributed to two aspects of 
this subject recently. It has investigated a nevv type of aerial 
design for microwaves consisting of a flat panel with an array 
of slot elements formed by printed-circuit techniques. The 
aim was to investigate unconventional form"-, of aerial that 
might permit relatively low-cost receiving aerials to be pro
duced on a large scale. This would clearly be of great import
ance in the economics of a satellite broadcasting system. 
Aerials of this type may also have app]ication to radio-links 
such as those used for Outside Broadcasts. The aerial is 
described in Research Department Report 1970/27. 

The second contribution has been to consider how many 
programmes might be provided to each viewer by satellite 
broadcasting within a specified frequency band in the 12-GHz 
region. This involved a theoretical study of the assignment of 
frequency channels and satellite positions for multiple ser
vices both on an idealised basis and for an e.xample such as 
the provision of national services to each country in Europe. 
Jr was concluded that at least a 120-MHzportion of the band 
would be needed for each choice of programme, the system 
giving the maximum economy in the use of the band being one 
employing frequency modulation and using channel widths 
of about 24 MHz. This work is described in Research Depart
ment Report 1970/38 and in a contribution to the Inter
national Broadcasting Convention (TEE Conference Publica
tion No. 69, p. 71 ). 

Computer Storage of Ground Profile 
and Population Density Data 

Topographical data are at present being obtained by Research 
Department in a form suitable for computer storage for the 
purpose of field-strength prediction. ln particular it is now 
hoped that, in co-operation with the nationalised power in
dustries, a data bank can be prepared, giving ground heights 
on a 0· 5-km square grid for the UK. Secondary information 
required for this includes the density of population in any 
area and it is likely that this information will be of value in 
obtaining population counts, 

It is intended to derive population numbers for a regular 
matrix of areas (of 0-5-km squares based on the National 
Grid) which will be available for computer processing. Pre
sent population counts must be derived from maps of 
enumeration districts, which are of irregular shape, and to 
assist in the transfer of information from maps to the digital 
store a trace reader will be used. 
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